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Abstract
Methods to synthesize controllers for nonlinear systems are developed by exploiting
the fact that under mild differentiability conditions, systems of the form:
x = f(x) + G(x)u
can be represented in quasilinear form, viz:
_¢ = A(x)x + B(x)u
Two classes of control methods are investigated:
. zero-look-ahead control, where the control input depends only on the current val-
ues of A(x), B(x). For this case the control input is computed by continuously
solving a matrix Ricatti equation as the system progresses along a trajectory.
• controllers with look-ahead, where the control input depends on the future be-
havior of A(x), B(x). These controllers use the similarity between quasilinear
systems, and linear time varying systems to find approximate solutions to op-
timal control type problems.
The methods that are developed are not guaranteed to be globally stable. However in
simulation studies they were found to be useful alternatives for synthesizing control
laws for a general class of nonlinear systems.
Prof. W.E. Vander Velde, Thesis Supervisor
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Control engineering has played an important role in the development of industrial
society. One of the earliest applications of control devices can be found in Watt's
use of flyball governors to control the speed of steam engines [42]. Subsequently
the discipline has undergone a great deal of theoretical development and has found
practical application in a wide variety of systems such as the control of chemical
processes, robotic manipulators, flight vehicles etc.
To develop control systems the following paradigm is often used:
1. It is assumed that there is a requirement for a system, also referred to as the
plant, to behave in accordance with certain specifications. For example the
requirement may be for a motor (the plant) to operate at a certain speed.
2. When the system's natural behavior does not in itself meet the requirements, it
may be necessary to use some control inputs to induce the desired behavior. As
an example some "regulator" may be required to ensure that a motor operates
at the required speed.
3. The next step is to obtain an abstract dynamical model for the system. Usually
it is assumed that the system's behavior is adequately described by a set of
ll
ordinary differential equations. The differential equations are often derived on
the basis of some physical principles, but other approaches are possible. For
example it can simply be assumed that the system dynamics are described by a
generic set of differential equations with unknown parameters. In this case the
parameters in the dynamical model may be adjusted to ensure that the model
reproduces available empirical data through a process of system identification.
Alternatively the controller may be designed in such a way that it can cope
with the uncertainty in the parameter values.
, Once the dynamical model of the plant is available, one develops (usually by
analytical means) a control law that will modify the plant's behavior to be in
line with the original requirements.
5. Finally the controllers are implemented and tested to ensure that the overall
requirements are met.
Much of control theory has been concerned with step 4, i.e. the synthesis of control
laws. Ideally synthesis methods should:
• be generic (i.e. can be applied in a straightforward fashion to most systems),
• provide the designer with a convenient way to adjust the system's response, and
• guarantee stable system behavior.
Many design methods have been developed and these mostly meet the objectives
above, depending on the control objectives and also the class of system that is to be
controlled. We can make the following broad (but not exhaustive) classification:
A. Class of system:
- Linear time invariant systems: i.e. systems with dynamics of the form:
:_ = Ax + Bu (1.1)
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where x is the state vector and u is the set of control inputs.
- Linear time varying systems: i.e. systems with dynamics of the form:
:k = A(t)x + B(t)u (t.2)
Here the matrices A(t), B(t) are known functions of time.
Nonlinear systems: these are typically systems of the form:
:_ = f(x,u), or (1.3)
± = f(x) + G(x)u (1.4)
Within the class of nonlinear systems there exists a special class of systems,
i.e. globally feedback linearizable systems. These systems are relatively easy
to control -- see Section 1.1.1 for more details.
Nonlinear time-varying systems: i.e. systems with dynamics of the form:
= f(x, u, t) (1..5)
B. Control objective:
- Stabilization: Here the only objective is to find a control law that ensures
that the system is (globally) stable.
- Optimization: Here the objective is to find some control input that mini-
mizes a cost function which typically has the form:
J = xr(tf)Hx(tl) + (xrQx + urRu)dr (1.6)
(It is implicitly assumed that part of the control objective is to ensure that
the system remains stable)
Adaptive Control: In this case it is typically assumed that the system
dynamics model contains some parameters, say p, which are unknown to
13
the designer, for example:
5¢ = f(x, p, u) (1.7)
The controller then adjusts itself to accommodate the unknown parameters
p and still maintain overall stability.
Robust control: Any of the above cases becomes a robust control problem
if the objective is to maintain stability and performance objectives, de-
spite the fact that assumptions regarding the nominal plant model may be
incorrect.
Stochastic control: If the system dynamics in any of the cases above are
affected by a random process we have a stochastic control problem. An
example would be the following linear time varying system that is driven
by a random process w:
± = A(t)x+ B(t)u + Fw (1.8)
Table 1.1 gives a (very) brief summary of the availability of synthesis methods for
different control problems. We note that the control of general nonlinear systems that
are not feedback linearizable remains a very difficult problem.
Our investigations will mostly be concerned with developing a synthesis method for
general nonlinear systems which are not feedback linearizable. Since the global feed-
back linearization theory also illuminates the general nature of the problem we want
to address, we will start by examining it. Following that, we will briefly discuss op-
timal control as an approach to synthesize control laws for nonlinear systems and
then finally in Section 1.3 provide an overview of the methods to be developed in this
thesis.
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Linear
Time
Invariant
Linear
Time
Varying
Well developed
and ongoing
[60],[16]
Non-linear
(feedback
linearizable)
Nonlinear
(general)
Ongoing
[551
Stabilization Well developed Via opt. Via LTI Unresolved
[26] control [32] theory (possibly via
opt control)
Optimization Well developed Well developed Via LTI Hard to
[32] [32] theory apply.j15]
Adaptive Control Well developed Partial results Ongoing Unresolved
[191 [4:3] [57],[581
Robust Control Via opt.
control
Unresolved
(possibly via
opt. control)
[21
Stochastic Well developed Welt developed Not fully Hard to
Control [32] [32] developed apply.[61]
Table 1.1: Availability of Synthesis Methods
1.1 Feedback Linearization of Nonlinear Systems
Global feedback linearization and normal forms for nonlinear systems are concepts
that have recently been developed and provide much insight into the fundamental
issues regarding the control of nonlinear systems. These concepts have their origins
in work done by Krener [31] and Brockett [7] among others. Further developments
in the theory were provided by Hirschorn [22], Jacubczyk and Respondek [25] as well
as Hunt, Su and Meyer [23]. In discussing these ideas we will focus on single-input
single-output systems, although the concepts can be generalized for multivariable
systems (see e.g. Slotine and Li [59]).
1.1.1 Global Feedback Linearization
We first consider systems which are so-called globally feedback linearizable. Such sys-
tems are relatively easy to control since, in the words of Brockett, they are "... linear
15
systemsin disguise...". More preciselythe system:
= f(x)+ g(x)u (1.9)
is consideredto be globally feedback linearizable if a combination of coordinate change:
z=_o(x) (1.10)
and feedback:
= + a(x).
applied to (1.9) results in the linear time-invariant system:
(1.11)
i = Az + bu (1.1"_))
where:
010...0
001 ... 0
A= ..... 0
.....
000 ... 0
for all x. Technically it is required that:
0
0
0 b=
1
0
0
0
1
(1.13)
• the transformation:
be a diffeomorphism, i.e.
exist, and also be smooth•
z = _o(x) (1.14)
_o(.) must be smooth, and its inverse _o-1(.) must
• the functions f(x) and g(x) be smooth.
For a system of the type given in equation (1.9), precise conditions exist for us to
determine whether a system is globally feedback linearizable or not (see e.g. Slotine
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and Li [59], or Isidori [24])• In order to state theseconditions compactly weuse the
following standardnotation and definitions (seee.g. Slotine and Li [59]). Let h(x) be
a smooth scalar valued function, and f(x) and g(x) be smooth vector valued functions
of the n-dimensional vector x.
• The gradient of h w.r.t x-coordinates is:
Oh
Ox:
Oh
Vh - _x2 (1.15)
Oh
. 02_n ,
• The Jacobian of f w.r.t to x-coordinates is:
Vf -
(Vfx)r
(vb) r
(Vf_) r
(1.16)
• The Lie-derivative of h w.r.t, f is given by:
Lfh =_ (Vh)rf (:.17)
and higher order Lie-derivatives are defined as:
(1.18)
(1.19)
• The Lie-bracket of f and g is given by:
adfg = If, g]
- V'gf - Vfg
(1.2o)
(1.21)
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and higher order Lie-brackets are found from:
ad_g = g (1.22)
ad;g = [f, ad_-lg] (1.2:])
• A linearly independent set of vector fields {t"1, t"2,..., fro} is said to be involutive
if and only if there exist scalar functions c_ijk(x) such that:
rr_
[fi,fj] = Y_ aijk(x)fk(x) Vi, j (1.24)
k----1
With the definitions above, the necessary and sufficient conditions for feedback lin-
earizability of (1.9) can be compactly stated. We have the following powerful theorem
(see e.g. Slotine and Li [59] for details):
Theorem 1.1.1 The nonlinear system (1.9) is globally feedback linearizable if and
only if the following conditions hold for all x:
• The vector fields
are linearly independent.
The vector fields
are involutive.
{g, adfg, .... ad? -1 g} (1.25)
{g, adfg, .... ad_ -2g} (1.26)
In proving the theorem above one also obtains a method to construct the coordi-
nate transform and feedback law required to put (1.9) into the linear form of equa-
tions (1.12) and (1.13). The construction, which we describe next, requires one to
solve a potentially difficult set of partial differential equations.
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Assuming that conditions (1.25) and (1.26) are satisfied, the processto feedback
linearizethe system will be:
1. Solvethe following set of p.d.e's for _1:
VvTad_g = 0 i=0,...,n-2 (1.27)
T n-1
V_ladt g ¢ 0 (1.28)
2. Apply the coordinate transform:
Lt_
n--1
Lt _
(1.29)
which will result in the following dynamics:
Z1
Z2
Zn
Z2
Z3
+
( 1.30)
where:
a(qo(x)) = L_, (1.31)
/3(qo(x)) = LgL_-I_I (1.32)
V_ shall refer to (1.30) as the cascade canonical form 1 because the system is
now made up of a string of integrators with the highest derivative driven by a
nonlinear function of the state as well as the control input•
1The author is not aware of a standard term used for this canonical form for nonlinear systems
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3. Apply the feedback:
1
- +
Once we have applied the feedback and transformations above we can apply the large
body of control theory for linear systems. However the process outlined above is
easier stated than applied. Difficulties arise on the following counts:
1. Establishing that a system is globally feedback linearizable (so that we know
that the p.d.e's (1.28) have a solution) can require significant effort. For in-
stance, if we cannot analytically check the conditions of Theorem 1.1.1, we
have to test these conditions numerically at "every" point in the state space.
2. We have to solve the partial differential equations (1.28) which may be a far
from trivial problem to do either analytically or numerically.
3. Once we have applied "inner loop" control (1.33), we expect to apply further
state feedback control to get the L.T.I. system to behave appropriately, e.g.:
u = krz (1.34)
= [ kl,k2,...,k,_ ]
Lf_
n--1
L_ c21
(1.35)
For both the case where we can find z = _(x) analytically as well as the case
where we find _1 numerically, the feedback law might be quite sensitive to
errors in x. Since the "outer loop" feedback, v = kTz, involves derivatives of
_1 we would expect any problems to be exacerbated if we have to find ,_1 by
numerically solving the p.d.e.'s (1.28).
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1.1.2 Partial Feedback Linearization and Normal Forms
In the previous section we outlined the situation where a system can be globally feed-
back linearized. As we might expect, there exists a large class of systems which cannot
be feedback linearized, and thus remain difficult to control• To better understand the
issues involved the concept of partial feedback linearization will be examined next.
We shall see that if f(x) and g(x) are smooth enough, systems of the form (1.9) can
be (locally) partially feedback linearized and put in a normal form.
Consider controllable systems of the form:
:_ = f(x) + g(x)u (1.36)
y = h(x) (1.37)
where y = h(x) is an arbitrary smooth function of the system state. Usually y will be
some output variable that we want to control. In its simplest form partial feedback
linearization is achieved as follows: We successively differentiate y until the control
input appears in the expression for say the rth derivative of y_ viz:
dry 0 (dr-ly_
at T - 0x t_](f(x)+g(x)u) (1.:38)
= L_h + LgL_-lh (1.:39)
-- c_(x) + _(x)u (1.40)
The state equations for the system can then be written as:
Y2
Y3
_(x) + ,J(x)_
_(x,_)
(1.41)
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If r = n, where n = is the dimension of the state vector, and we use the control:
1
- + .) (1.42)
we have globally feedback linearized the system. The process for global feedback
linearization can thus be thought of as a method to appropriately construct y = h(x),
so that r = n, if it is at all possible. Furthermore, the conditions of Theorem 1.1.1
can then be thought of as tests to determine whether a suitable h(x) can be found.
In equation (1.41) we see that ¢(x, u) depends on both x and u. It can be shown
that using an appropriate transformation (which is also constructed by solving partial
differential equations) the system can be put in the following normal form:
r
i
i "i Yr
Y2
Y3
a(y, rl) + 3(Y, rl)u
w(y, 17)
(1.43)
This normal form enables us to better understand what we can achieve in controlling
the system. For instance, if _(y, 17) 7_ 0 Vx, we can fully determine the input-output
relation between u and y. However, since y acts as an input to the rl states, we
see that y following a certain trajectory forces a specific behavior for the internal
dynamics:
/7 = w(y, rl) (1.44)
Clearly it is possible that the states rl, which are not observable via h(x), can become
unstable, depending on the y trajectory.
An important special case occurs when y = 0. The dynamics of (1.43) subject to the
constraint y - 0 are called zero-dynamics [59] of the system. In terms of the normal
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form we get: [y]0 ]w(0,,7) (1.45)
If the zero-dynamics of the system is asymptotically stable the nonlinear system is said
to be asymptotically minimum phase. It can be shown that this definition captures
our standard understanding of minimum-phase systems for the case where we are
dealing with linear systems (see Stotine and Li [59]).
At this point it becomes clear what the challenge is regarding the control of nonlinear
systems. Typically the problem will be to obtain certain desirable behavior from our
output variable y while still maintaining stability of the internal dynamics.
1.2 Optimal Control
Another approach to synthesizing controllers for nonlinear systems is to find the
control input through solving an optimal control problem. In principle this approach
meets all our objectives for an ideal synthesis method. For example if our objective
is to stabilize a nonlinear system of the form:
± = f(x,u) with equilibrium point: (1.46)
0 = f(O,O) (1.47)
We then pose an optimization problem which has the objective to minimize the fol-
lowing cost function:
LJ = (xTQx + uTRu)dr (1.48)
where we assume that both Q and R are positive definite matrices. If the system (1.46)
is controllable [63] and we apply the control input that minimizes (1.48) the system
will be stable as the following standard argument shows:
Since (1.46) is controllable there exists some control input that will drive the system
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to the origin from any initial condition. If we apply this control input to the system
we will incur a certain finite cost, say Jc(x0). Furthermore if we apply the optimal
control input to the system there will be a certain associated cost, say J(x0) which
has to be less than Jc and thus finite. Now note that since Q is positive definite the
cost incurred for an unstable response would be infinite. Hence the optimal input
cannot cause unstable responses.
A further attractive aspect of the optimal control approach is that it provides us with
a method to conveniently adjust the system responses by adjusting the cost function.
The only undesirable feature of the optimal control approach is that it is compu-
tationally very demanding. If the goal is to obtain the optimal control as a state
feedback law we have to solve a nonlinear partial differential equation, the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equation , for the whole region of the state space where the system is
to operate (see Section 3.2.1 for further discussion). Alternatively we have to find the
optimal control input by numerically solving a two point boundary value problem [15].
1.3 Overview
As indicated earlier we will be mostly concerned with developing a controller synthesis
method for nonlinear systems of the form:
= f(x) + a(x)u (1.49)
We will exploit the fact (see Chapter 2) that provided f(x) meets certain smoothness
requirements, equation (1.49) can be written in the following quasilinear form:
= A(x)x+ B(x)u (1.50)
In Chapter 3 we will investigate a design methodology where the control input is com-
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puted by continuously solving a matrix Ricatti equation basedon the instantaneous
propertiesof A(x), B(x). We shall refer to this as a control law with zero-look-ahead.
Related work appears in the thesis by Shamma [53] who investigates gain scheduling
in the context of the LQG\LTR methodology [60], and takes a different perspective
with regard to the stability issue.
In Chapter 4 we develop control laws that take into account the "future behavior"
of ,4(x), B(x). We refer to these as control laws with look-ahead. The methods we
investigate will all have underlying optimal control problems that have to be solved.
By exploiting the quasilinear form we will obtain approximate solutions to these
optimal control problems.
Finally in Chapter 5 we will apply the controller synthesis methods we developed to
control a complex nonlinear system, i.e. a flexible robotic manipulator similar to the
space shuttle Remote Manipulator System [20].
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Chapter 2
Quasilinear Description
In this chapter we will examine some of the basic issues in dealing with nonlinear
dynamical systems of the form:
= A(x)x + B(x)u
We shall refer to such systems as quasilinear systems.
(2.1)
2.1 Generality of the Quasilinear Form
The following lemma from Vidyasagar [63] shows that under mild differentiability
conditions, systems of the form:
= f(x) + G(x)u ' 9(2..)
can always be transformed to the quasilinear form of equation (2.1). The lemma is
more general than we will need since it caters for the case where f(0) ¢ 0, whereas
we will generally assume f(O) = 0.
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Lemma 2.1.1 Suppose f : R '_ --_ R '_ is continuously differentiable. Then there
exists a continuous function A : R _ _ R '_×'_ such that:
f(x) = f(O) + A(x)x, Vx E R n (2.3)
Proof:
Fix x and consider f(Ax) as a function of the scalar parameter A. Then
so that
f(x) = f(o)+ f(Ax)dA
= f(o) + [fo' vxf(_x) d_] x
fOA(x) = Vxf(Ax) dA (2.6)
Q.E.D.
The above formula gives us a specific quasilinear form for any C 1 function f(x).
Equation (2.6) is useful in cases where the quasilinear form may not be immediately
apparent. For example let:
f-
f(x) = ] sin(xl + x2)
[ sin(x2) (2.7)
Equation (2.6) gives:
sin(xl+x2) sin(zi+z2) 1
A(x) = (_1+_2) ('r 1 "_-r2 )
0 sin( x2 )
(2.8)
Note that, in general, the quasilinear form for a given function f(x) is not unique.
In fact, we see that we can add any vector that is orthogonal to x, to any row of
A(x), and still get the same value for A(x)x. For the example above we see that an
27
alternative quasilinear form for f(x) is:
fix) = _'+'_ "+'_ (2.9)
-k2x2 _ + k2xl x2
,r2
This non-uniqueness can be exploited as we shall see in Section 2.3.2.
2.2 Quasilinear Form for Mechanical Systems
In this section we will show that the equations of motion of a class of mechanical
systems which operate in the absence of gravity can be put into quasilinear form
without solving the potentially difficult integrals of equation (2.6). (See also Ap-
pendix A which describes a set of computer routines that utilize this approach to
automatically derive quasilinear equations of motion for flexible manipulators.)
We will use Lagrange's equations. They are:
d OL OL
_(-_q_) Oq_ - Qi, i -- 1...n (2.10)
where:
n = the number of degrees of freedom in the system
qi = ith generalized coordinate
Qi = ith generalized force
L=T-U
T = kinetic energy
U = potential energy
If we can express the kinetic and potential energy of the system in the form:
r = _t rH(q)¢t
1
U - qrKq
2
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where:
qT = [ql,q2,..-,q,] is a vector of generalized coordinates
H(q) = a generalized inertia matrix
K = a generalized stiffness matrix
then Lagrange's equations can be written in vector format as:
H_l +//_t- VqT + Kq = Q '2.1:3)
where: Q = [Q1, Q2,..., Q,_]T is a vector of generalized forces, and:
_TqT
0
- T
- Oq
OT OT OT
=-- Oqql ' Oq2 ' " " "' Oqn
T
Now:
so that the equations of motion can be expressed as:
T
H_I+ //- _qH(q) /t+h'q=Q
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
or
H(q)q + C(q, _1)_t + Kq=Q (2.1s)
To get a state space description we furthermore assume that the system is controlled
via the generalized forces and that they can be expressed as:
Q=M(q,q)u (2.19)
where the components of u are the control inputs to the system. We then get the
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desired state space form:
[l:I 1[][ 0 ]dt 0 I q + u (2.20)
_l -H(q) -1K -H(q)-lC(q, Cl) ct H(q)-lM(q, cl)
Note that the key to getting to the quasilinear form is to express the kinetic and
potential energy as in equations (2.11) and (2.12). In the following example we shall
use a double pendulum system to show how we can find the desired form for the
kinetic and potential energy. We shall see that it is generally relatively easy to find
the desired form for the kinetic energy. On the other hand, the expression for potential
energy will only be in the desired form if we are dealing with the equivalent of "linear
springs". This will typically be the case for flexible mechanical space based systems.
If we are dealing with nonlinear "springs", e.g. gravity, we generally will have to use
equation (2.6).
Example 2.2.1
Figure (2-1) shows a double pendulum with rigid massless links of lengths 11 and I2
respectively. The links also have tip masses m 1 and rn2 and rotational springs K1
and K: attached. For this system the generalized coordinates are 01 and 02, viz:
[01 ] ,)
q= (2._1)
02
We first find an expression for the kinetic energy. Let R1 and R2 be position vectors
to each of the masses. Then kinetic energy of the system is given by:
T : _212 ( Hal " d_ J _r- Ydal g722 ( dR2 • dR2) (2.22)
with:
R 1
llcos(01) ] , R2 =I1 sin(01 )
ll cos(01) + 12cos(01 + 02)
12sin(01)+ l_ sin(01 + 02)
(2.2a)
For systems not made up of point masses we can simply express the kinetic energy
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Figure 2-1 : Double Pendulum
as an integral over infinitesimal mass elements viz:
T=f dR.dRdmol dt dt (2.24)
For the double pendulum system we get:
dRi [
- / a----R.
dt k 00_ ,
- Ji(q)cl
I ]_---R ] 0._002 (2.25
(2.26
where:
Jl(q)
-11 sin(01) 0
11 cos(01) 0
(2.27
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J2(q) - -
-ll sin(01) - 12sin(01 -4-02)
11cos(O,) + 12cos(01+ 0:)
-12 sin(01 + 02)
l_ cos(01 + 05)
Now we can express the kinetic energy in the desired form:
(2.2s)
T
_ mldtTJfJldt+-_-dtTjTj2d t2
1. T [mljT j1 + m2jT j2] dt
= _q
_ _qT-n(q)q
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.:31)
Next we find an expression for the potential energy. In the absence of gravity the
potential energy of the system is given by:
1 (? K20"_) (2.32)U
. = - kKIO l +
spring 2
: 1 [ 10]q2q 0 K2
= lqrKq
(2.33)
(2.34)
which is of the desired form viz. equation (2.12). We achieved this form because
we had linear springs. If we include the effects of gravity we will not be able to
conveniently express the potential energy in the form of equation (2.12) - gravity
does not act like a linear spring. Nevertheless we can still obtain a quasilinear form
for our dynamics when gravity is present by e.g. using (2.6) as we shall now show.
The potential energy due to gravity is given by:
Uaravitu -= -mlgll cos(O1) - m2g(ll cos(O1) -t-12cos(01-}-02)) (2.3,5)
This gives rise to the following additional term in equation (2.13):
[ mlgll sin(01) - m2g (-/1sin(01) - 12sin(0l + 02)) ]
Vqbgravity [ Jm2gI2 sin(01 + 02) (2.36)
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In this case we can express the gravity term in quasilinear form as follows:
Vq/;)r_vitv
(mtll+m2ll)gsin(Ol) m2gl2sin(01+02)
---- 01 -4- (01+02)
m2gl2 sin(O1 +0 )
(01+02)
-- G3rav(q) q
m2 12sin l+02] ](01+02) (2.37)
m2912 sin(Ol +02 ) 02
(01 +02)
(2.3s)
We then get a result similar to equation (2.17):
1Hfi + /:/- H(q)_l q + [K + Ggr_.(q)]q = 0 (2.39)
The rest of the process follows as outlined above. The resulting quasilinear equations
of motion are given in Appendix B.
Remarks:
• The quasilinear form of equation (2.20) is already in a partially feedback lin-
earized form, although not the normal form of (1.43). However, we are using
"natural" coordinates, i.e. the variables of the equations of motion have physi-
cal significance, whereas the variables r/in the normal form of (1.43) usually do
not have physical significance.
• If the number of actuators is equal to the number of degrees of freedom of the
system, the quasilinear equations will be in the desirable cascade canonical form
of equation (1.30). This will, for instance, be the case if we are dealing with
robots with rigid links with actuators at each joint.
2.3 Stability Analysis Using the Properties of A(x)
In this section we will examine some stability tests for the ordinary differential equa-
tion (o.d.e.):
= A(x)x (2.40)
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that are based only on the properties of the matrix A(x). Because the o.d.e. (2.40)
represents a very large class of nonlinear systems, viz. any o.d.e. 2: = f(x) with
f(.) E C _, we do not expect to find stability tests that are easy to apply and at the
same time provide both necessary and sufficient conditions for stability. We note
that the tests we discuss will also be useful for analyzing the stability of linear time
varying systems where:
2:= A(t)x (2.41)
2.3.1 Stability Analysis Based on Eigenstructure of A(x)
One is tempted to predict the stability of (2.40) based on the eigenvalues of A(x). We
will show that the eigenvalues do not provide us with enough information to deduce
stability and that we have to take into account the rate of change of the eigenstructure
of A(x). The results we present are similar in spirit to other results regarding the
stability of slowly varying systems (see e.g. [431,[63]).
We have
2: = A(x)x (2.42)
Assume that all the eigenvalues of A(x) are distinct, real and strictly negative. Then:
A(x) = Z(x)m(x)Z-l(x) (2.43)
where
T(x) = a matrix containing the eigenvectors of A(x)
A(x) = diag(A_(x), A_(x),...,Am(x)) is a diagonal matrix containing the
eigenvalues of A(x) with ti(x) _< -e < 0 Vx, i = 1... n.
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We can then make the coordinate change:
z = T-I(x)x (2.44)
which results in the following dynamics for the transformed system:
d
i = T-l(x)x+_(r-l(x))x
= T-1A(x)(rr -1) x - r-lTr-lx
=
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
where for notational convenience we have not shown the state dependence of T in
equation (2.46). To determine the stability of the system we use the following simple
observation:
Fact 2.3.1 The system of o.d.e. 's:
i = A(z)z + M(z)z (2.48)
with."
)_l(z)
0
A(_.)=
0
will be asymptotically stable provided that:
•.° 0
,_2(z) ... 0
0 ... _(z)
(2.49)
zTA(z)z + zTM(z)z < 0 Vz ¢ 0 (2.50)
Proof:
Use the candidate Lyapunov function:
(2.51)
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which is positive definite and radially unbounded. Then:
r = zTz
_- zTA(z)z + zTM(z)z
and global asymptotic stability follows since V < 0 Vz ¢ 0.
Q.E.D.
We can apply this fact to our case by noting that:
zTA(z)z < --_zTz (2.54)
and
zTT-I(z)T(z)z llzll_llT-'(z)Z(z)mll_ (2.55)
<_ IIT-'(z)T(z)ll_ zrz (..06)
so that if:
we have:
liT-'(z)r(z)ll_ < v <_ (2.57)
zTA(z)z + zTT-I_'z < (--_ + U) zTz < 0 (2.58)
That is if the rate of change of the eigenstructure is small enough, viz. _b _ 0, we
can infer stability pointwise from the eigenvalues of A(x). For example, consider the
following seemingly complex second order nonlinear system:
9 6 3 5 4 4 5
-(15x 2 + 1260xlx 2 + 1890xlx 2 + 1890xlx 2
c) 3 6 2 7+1.60 XlX 2 -Jr-540 xlx _ + 135 xl x 8
+135xSlx2 + 540 r 2 9xlx + 51x2 + 54xl + 15x 1
-6x_ 15x, x2 9x i 27x3x2 45 2 5
.... XlX 2
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5F'2
3 2 2 4
-33 x_ x_ + 461 + 550 x + 432XlX2 1 X2 XlX2
+1026x13x_+120623 46Xl 43712 2 + 702371 x 2
3 3 72 x 5 162 5 37_-9x 4 + 130x 1 + 219x 2 + + x 2 + 15
+lSx 2 + 105x6x2 + 315x_x_ + 525 X137243 + 525 3 4 +XlX 2
2315x_x_ + 105Xl x6)/(1 + x 1 + 2Xl x2 + x_)
6 3 5 4 4 5(10x_ + 840xlx 2 + 1260 + 1260XlZ 2 XlX 2
+840 3 6 2 7 s sXlX 2 + 360 + 90 Xl + 9037122 X 2 _1X2
+360 7 2xlx 2 + 31 x2 + 34Xl + lOxl 9 - 4Xl2 - lOzl x2
-6x_ 18x_x2 30 2 2 _ 22x I 3
-- -- XlX X2 + 305 x_x2
2 288x_x2 684 3 2 2 3+364 Xl x + + xlx + 804XlX 2
4 -- 4 X 4 6 4 3 145 x_ 48 5+468XlX 2 - x 2+86x 1+ + x 1
10x_ 10 7 70x61x2 210 s 2 4 3+108x 2 + + x 2 + + XlX + 350x ix 2
+350 3 4 2 5 X6)/(1 + X, + 2Xl X2 + X_)xlx 2 + 210xlx 2+70xl 2
(2.,59
(2.60)
These equations can be written in quasilinear form as:
)k = A(x)x (2.61
where
A(1,1) = -{54+58 (x,+x2) 2+18 (-2xl-3x2) 2
+18 (-2x, - 3x2) 2 (x, + x2) 2
-6x, - 9x2 + 3 (-2x, - 3x2) (/1 +/2) 2
+15 (xl + x2) 6 + 15 (xl + x2) s} / {1 + (xl + x2) 2}
A(1,2) = -{51 + 57 (X 1 + Z2) 2 + 18 (--2Xl- 3x2) 2
+18 (--2/1 -- 3375) 5 (xl + x2) 2
-6x, - 9x2 + 3 (-2xl - 3x2) (Xl + /2) 2
(2.62)
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A(2, 1)
A(2, 2)
+15(_, + _,_)°+ 15(_ + _)_} / {1+ (x,+ _2)"}
{34 + 38 (x, + x2) 2 + 12 (-2Xl - 3x2) 2
+12 (-2xl - 3x2) 2 (xl + x2) 2 - 4xl - 6x2
+2 (-271 - 3/_) (x, + z_)_+ x0 (xl + x_)_
-4-10 (Xl -l- x2)S} / {l + (Xl + X2) 2}
{31 + 37 (xl + x2) 2 + 12 (-2x, - 3x2) 2
+12 (-2xl- 3x_)_(x, + x_)_-47,
-6x2 + 2 (-2Xl - 3x2) (xz -4-x2) 2 + 10 (x I + X2) 6
-_-10 (/1 -_-3_2)S}/{1Ji- (X, AI-X2) 2}
(2.6:1)
(2.64)
(2.65)
For A(x) above, an eigenvector matrix is:
-i -3/2
1 1
(2.66)
Since eigenvectors are only uniquely determined up to a scale factor we use the fol-
lowing (eigenvector) transformation matrix:
T= (2.67)
where we assume that a and _3 are constants. For these eigenvectors the eigenvalues
of A(x) are given by:
Ax(x) = 3+x_+2x, x2+x_ (2.68)
1 + Xl2 +2xlx_ +x_
A2(x) = (-Sx_ - 30x, x_ - 75 54xxx2 - lOOx3x 3 - 54x i - 75 42lax 2
-30x_x2 + 3x2 - 72x, x_ - 24x_ - 20 + 2xz - 5x 6) (2.69)
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Then upon applying the state transform:
z = T-Ix (2.70)
and noting that T = 0 we get:
with:
_.= A(z)z (2.71)
3 2,2 ) 0 ]
A(z) = -(12 +,32z_)/(4 +, -2
0 --20 + O_Zl -- 6 _2Z_ -- 5 36Z_64
(2.72)
We see that Al(z) < O, A2(z) < 0 and also 2a = 0 and hence conclude that the system
is stable.
2.3.2 Stability Analysis via Matrix Measure Theorems
Another approach to inferring stability of (2.40) from the properties of A(x) is to use
the matrix measure or logarithmic derivative of A(x) which is given by:
Definition 2.3.1 Let A be an n x n matrix and II.]]i be an induced norm on R _×n.
The corresponding matrix measure #(A) of the matrix A is given by:
/z(A) = lim III+ eAll_- 1 (2.7:3)
e_O+ £
The matrix measure was originally used to determine stability and error bounds for
numerical integration methods [13] and later used by Coppel [12] to obtain solution
bounds for linear time varying o.d.e.'s. Desoer and Haneda [14] also used matrix
measures to bound solutions of o.d.e.'s, bound accumulated truncation errors for
numerical integration schemes and determine convergence regions for the Newton-
Raphson solutions of nonlinear equations. Further related work appears in [51], [52]
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and [44].
The matrix measureis definedsoasto easilybound the behavior of IIx(t)ll for o.d.e.'s
of the form:
= A(x, t)x (2.74)
The following theorem shows how this is done.
Theorem 2.3.1 [63],[i_] Consider the o.d.e.:
= A(x,t)x, x C R _ (2.75)
Let I1.11 be a norm on R '_, and I1.11_and g(.) be the corresponding induced norm and
matrix measure on R '_x_ respectively. Then:
d +
_-IIx(t)ll <_#(A(x,t))tlx(t)I[ (2.76)
Suppose furthermore that there exist continuous functions a(t), 'fl(t) such that:
tt(A(x,t)) _< cfft), /3(t) _< #(-A(x,t)) Vt > 0,Vx E R '_ (2.77)
Then:
flx(t°)Hexp (ftl-_(r)dr) < IIx(t)ll < Ilx(to)llexp (/tot a(r)dr) (2.78)
Proof:
We first show (2.76). We have from (2.75):
x(t + _t)
tlx(t+ _t)ll
= x(t) + A(x,t)x(t)St + o(St)
= [I + 5tA(x,t)]x(t) + o(St)
<- II [I + 5tA(x,t)]x(t)II + 11o(St)tl
< III + 5tA(x,t)tlillx(t)ll + 11o(6t)ll
(2.79)
(2.80)
(2.81)
(2.s2)
4O
==>llx(t ÷ 6t)ll- IIx(t)tl <_
d+
=_ _llx(t)tl <
{11I+ _tA(x,t)ll,- 1} IIx(t)ll + IIo(_t)ll (2.8:})
lira { ll' + _tA(x,t)H/-1}5,-0+ 5t IIx(t)ll (2.84)
Equation (2.78) then follows by multiplying both sides of the inequality:
dt IIx(t)ll < lim tlI+_tA(x,t)ll/- 1
-- - _,-o+ _st llx(t)ll (2.85)
_< _(t)llx(t)ll (2.86)
with the integrating factor:
exp (-/i a(r)dr) (2.87)
The matrix measures associated with the 1,2 and oc norms are given by:
Ilxlloo_ max(x/)
7%
Ilxll,- Z: Ix_l
i=1
Ilxl12- Ix_l_
Q.E.D.
poo(A) = max (aii + Y_laol)j#i (2.88)
lll(A) = max ( ajj +3 iCjY"_]aoI) (2.89)
_2(A)= *mo_(A_+A)/2 (2.90)
The usefulness of matrix measures becomes apparent by examining equations (2.77)
and (2.78) and noting that if(A) can have negative values and thus be used e.g. to
show that Ifxll --, 0. The following example shows how this can be done:
Example 2.3.1 Consider the following set of o.d.e.'s:
2}1 = --(3+ XlX2)2Xl+ COS(X,)sin(x2)x.2 (2.91)
a?e= x, sin(xla) -- x2x_-- 2x2 (2.92)
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These can be put in quasilinear form as:
I::]
For A(x) above we have:
= [-(3+xlx2)2sin(x3) cos(xl)sin(x2)][xlJ_2_x_ x2 (2.93)
/_I(A(x)) < -1 (2.94)
#_(A(x)) < -1 (2.95)
Note that the quasilinear form is non-unique (see Section 2.1), and that the realization
above is much more useful than the alternative:
,3 XlX2, a_2 sin(x 3) - XxX2 cos,xl,sin,x ,][xl] x2 ,296,
where now the -xlx2 term in A(2, 1) can become unbounded and thus make it im-
possible to establish the row or column dominance of the diagonal terms as required
by equations (2.88) and (2.89)
Remarks:
• From equation (2.90) we see that the system (2.75) will be stable if A(x) is
symmetric and negative definite.
• Equations (2.88) and (2.89) show that in order to have _(A(x)) < 0 (which
we need for stability, see equation (2.78)) the diagonal terms of A(x) have to
be negative and dominate the off-diagonal terms. Unfortunately, when dealing
with physical systems we often naturally obtain dynamical equations that do
not result in A(x) being diagonally dominant as we see in the following example
and is also apparent in Section 2.2.
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Figure 2-2: Nonlinear Spring Mass Damper
Example 2.3.2 Consider the spring mass damper system shown in Figure (2-2). The
spring and damper are both nonlinear with stiffness g(x) and damping characteristic
f(x, 2) respectively. The dynamics are governed by:
2 + f(x,2)k -4-g(x)x = 0 (2.97)
These equations are then conveniently put into the following quasilinear form:
-g(x) -f(x, Jc)
Here we see that for the 1 and oc-norm cases we are stymied by the fact that A(1, 1) =
0. Using the 2-norm does not help either because we see that"
det(AI-(A T+A)) =A 2+2f,\-(g-1) 2 (2.99)
which has roots at:
,(- (2.1oo)
at least one of which will be non-negative. Hence:
,(A(x)) _>0, Vx (2.1ol)
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The challengeseemsto be to find a transformation z = T(x)x such that in the
transformed system the matrix A(x) will have negative entries on the diagonal that
dominate the off-diagonal terms. If A(x) is in phase variable form and its eigenvalues
change relatively slowly we can use a Vandermonde matrix to effect the transform.
For instance, given:
A(x) =
0 1 0 ... 0
0 0 1 ... 0
0 0 0 "'. 0
0 0 0 ... 1
a0(x) al(x) a2(x) ... a__l(X)
(2.102)
with eigenvalues )q(x), A2(x),... A_(x). Then using the coordinate transform:
z = r-_(x)x (2.103)
where:
T(x) =
1 1 1 ... 1
_l(x) _(x) _3(x) ... _(x)
_,(x) _ _(x) _ _3(x)_ ... ,X_(x)_
: : : :
, , ,
/_1 (X) n-1 z_2 (X) n-' /_3 (X) n-I ...._n (X) n-1
(2.1o4)
we get:
i = A(z)z - T-'ibz (2.105)
so that if the eigenvalues change relatively slowly we have T _, 0 and the transformed
system will be diagonally dominant.
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter we established the following:
• A broad class of dynamical systems of practical importance can be represented
in quasilinear form.
• The dynamics of space-based flexible mechanical systems can easily be expressed
in quasilinear form.
We also showed some sufficient conditions for the stability of:
:_ = A(x)x (2.106)
based on the properties of A(x). In particular we noted that:
• If A(x) had negative real eigenvalues bounded away from the imaginary axis
and the rate of change of the eigenvectors was small enough the system would
be stable.
• If any matrix measure of A(x), say _(A(x)), is "essentially negative", i.e.
(fd p(A(x(r)))dr) = 0 the system will be stable. Such cases wouldlimt__ exp
for example occur when:
- A(x) had negative diagonal entries which dominated the off-diagonal terms.
- A(x) was symmetric and negative definite.
We should emphasize that these tests provide only sufficient conditions for stability
based on the properties of A(x) alone and that systems may well be stable even when
these tests fail.
In the next chapter we will show how we exploit the quasilinear form to develop con-
trollers for some nonlinear systems, and also investigate further the stability question
using Zubov's method.
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Chapter 3
Quasilinear Controllers with Zero
Look-ahead
3.1 Introduction
As indicated in Chapter l, we would like to have a controller synthesis method that
• is generic (i.e. can be applied in a straightforward fashion to most systems)
• guarantees global stability
• provides the designer with a convenient way to adjust the system's response.
We also noted that there are few methods that meet these requirements. An attrac-
tive method was that of global feedback linearization but it could only be applied to
a limited class of systems. Furthermore we saw that even when systems were glob-
ally feedback linearizable, the process of actually obtaining the feedback laws could
still be difficult. Another approach was to synthesize control laws by solving an opti-
mization problem. We noted that in principle the optimization approach satisfied our
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requirementsfor an ideal synthesismethod but could becomputationally demanding.
In this chapter wewill consider a method for control system design that is related to
the optimal control approach but requires less computation. We will refer to it as the
continuous Ricatti design method (see also [53] for related work).
The method we introduce exploits the quasilinear form discussed in Chapter 2. It
has been successfully applied to nonlinear systems in simulation studies and partially"
meets our requirements for a control synthesis method, i.e. it is generic in nature
and provides the designer with design parameters to conveniently influence system
responses. However only local stability can be guaranteed. The stability domain
for the closed loop system will have to be determined "after the fact" (see also Sec-
tion 3.4).
3.2 The Continuous Ricatti Design Method
We develop the continuous Ricatti design method using the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
(H-.J-B) theory [28] for optimal control as a starting point. By utilizing the quasilin-
ear form we will find a candidate solution to the H-J-B-equation and an associated
feedback law. We will use this associated feedback law to actuallv control nonlinear
systems despite the fact that it may not be optimal (non-optimal because it is found
from a candidate solution to the H-J-B equation).
3.2.1 The H-J-B-Equation and Quasilinear Dynamics
H-J-B-theory deals with the following nonlinear optimal control problem:
Find the control input u that minimizes the cost function:
J= C(x(T), (3.1)
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wh e Fe"
Z;(x(,),u(_-),_-) > o
and the system dynamics are given by:
(:3.2)
:_ = r(x, u, t) (:3.3)
x(to) = xo (:3.4)
To solve the optimization problem above H-J-B theory uses the imbedding principle
and considers the problem above as a specific case of a larger set of problems. The
larger set of problems is constructed by allowing the initial condition to take any
admissible value (instead of only x0) and the initial time to take any value between
to and t]. Thus the cost function for the larger set of problems becomes a function
of the variable initial state, say x, and variable initial time, say t, viz:
Y(x,t) = ftt' £(x(r),u(r),r)dr (3.5)
Assuming that a solution to the optimization problem exists it can be shown (see
e.g. [28]) that the optimal control for the original problem (3.1)-(3.4) is given by:
OJ(x,t) (f(x, u, t))} (3.6)Uo_t = arg rn_n (£(x, u,r)) + Ox
where J(x,t) is found by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial differential
equation (H-J-B-equation):
OJ(x,t){ OJ(x,t) }Ot -min (£(x, u, r)) + Ox (f(x, u, t)) (3.7)
subject to the boundary conditions:
J(o,t) = o (3.s)
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J(x,t) _> 0 Vx7 _0 (3.9)
It can furthermore be shown that these conditions provide both necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for the control to be optimal.
As a special case of the problem above consider the situation where:
• we have an infinite time interval, i.e. to = 0, tf _ ac
• we have quasilinear dynamics, i.e. equation (3.:3) can be put in the form
x = A(x)x + B(x)u (3.10)
• and the cost function is quadratic, and does not explicitly depend on time, i.e.:
1 (xTQ x + uTRu ) (3.11)C(x, u, ,) = u) =
Under these conditions we get the following expression for the optimal control:
=_R-1BT(x) (OJ(x))uop \ Ox
while H-J-B-equation simplifies to:
0 = xTQx + 2_A(x)x
OX
T
(:3.12)
OJ(x) ,_,, ,TOJ(x)T
B(x)R -17xx o[x) _xx (3.13)
Remarks:
• We have set
problem.
- 0 in equation (:3.7) because we have an infinite timeOt
• We see that all we need to construct the optimal control is to find an expression
for aJ(_), we do not explicitly require an expression for J(x)OX _
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• It can be shown that given stabilizability and detectability assumptions the
closed loop system will be stable [45].
Now assume that the infinite time, nonlinear, quadratic cost optimization problem is
sufficientlv well behaved for _ to be continuously differentiable (this assumption
- 0x
is often made in deriving the H-J-B equation). Then according to Section (2.1) there
exists a matrix P(x) such that:
0J(x) Yxx ] = P(x)x (:3.14)
(0j___T
Using this representation for _, 0,, ] we are led to consider the equation:
0 = xrQx + 2xTpT(x)A(x)x - xTpr(x)B(x)R-1Br(x)P(x)x (3.15)
= x T (Q + Pr(x)d(x) + dT(x)P(x)- Pr(x)B(x)R-1Br(x)P(x))x(3.16)
One solution to (3.16) can be found by setting P(x) = P(x) where P(x) is the positive
definite symmetric solution to the matrix Ricatti Equation:
0 = Q + P(x)A(x) + AT(x)P(x) -- P(x)B(x)R-1Br(x)P(x) (3.17)
Let us examine the solution we have obtained in more detail. Although:
P(x)x (3.18)
satisfies equation (3.16), it has to meet certain requirements before we can say that
we have a solution to the H-J-B-equation (3.13) (see also [45] for conditions that
guarantee that a control is optimal). The requirements are:
(1) P(x)x must be the gradient of some scalar function. That is, there must be
5O
some scalar function V(x) such that:
Ox] = P(x)x (3.19)
At this point we have no guarantee that there exists such a scalar function.
(2) If it is true that P(x)x is the gradient of some scalar function, then V(x) has
to furthermore satisfy the conditions (3.8),(3.9).
The following lemma shows that if that P is the positive definite solution to (3.17)
the second condition will be met.
Lemma 3.2.1 If
(3.2o)
where P(x) is a positive definite matrix for all x and V(O) = 0 then we will have:
V(x) > 0 Vx# o (3.zt)
Proof:
Fix x and consider V(#x) as a function of the scalar variable g. Then
V(x)
= /0' _V(.x)d, (3.92)
,(0v toxj= [J0 xd# (3.23)
= fo' ("xrp(/lx))xd/l (3.24)
/01#xTx .kmin [P(#x)] d# (3.25)
where -_min [P(vx)] denotes the minimum eigenvalue of P(px). Since P(x) is positive
definite for all x we have )_m_,,[P(#x)] > 0, and it follows that V(x) > 0 for all x ¢ 0.
Q.E.D.
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With Lemma 3.2.1 in hand we can thus conclude that
P(x)x (3.26)
with P(x) the positive definite solution to equation (3.17), will be a solution to the
H-J-B equation for those cases where P(x)x actually is the gradient of some scalar
function. (Note that when we have a linear system, P does not depend on the state
and thus P(x)x = Px will satisfy the gradient condition).
3.2.2 The Continuous Ricatti Design Feedback Law
For the continuous Ricatti design method we assume that the nonlinear system has
been put in the quasilinear form of equation (3.10). We then use the form of the
solution shown in the previous section without regard to whether condition (3.19) is
satisfied or not. Specifically we use the following state feedback law:
u = -K(x)x (3.27)
where
K(x) = n-'Br(x)P(x) (3.28)
and P(x) is the symmetric positive semi-definite matrix solution to the matrix Ricatti
equation:
0 = Q + P(x)A(x) + AT(x)P(x) -- P(x)B(x)R-1BT(x)P(x) (3.29)
Remarks:
• The method we propose is generic in nature since a large class of nonlinear
systems can be put in quasilinear form (see Section 2.1).
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• We have found that when using the feedbacklaw (3.27) the responsesof the
closedloop system could be influencedin a predictable manner by our choice
of Q and R.
• The feedback law is based on the dynamics of the system "frozen" at the current
state. It "ignores" future behavior of A(x) and B(x), hence we refer to it as
a control with zero look-ahead (see Chapter 4 for more discussion on the look-
ahead concept).
• Because condition (3.19) may not be satisfied we cannot claim optimality nor
global stability for the closed loop system. However we have found that contin-
uous Ricatti design controllers generally are better behaved than designs based
on the linearized dynamics of the systems (see also Section 3.a.a for further
discussion of the stability properties).
Example 3.2.1 Consider the nonlinear system:
= f(x) + g(x)u (:3.:30)
+ u (:3.:31)
X 1 -- XlX 2 1
One approach to developing a controller for this system would be to find a feedback
law based on the linearized dynamics of the system. For example, linearizing (:3.:31)
at the equilibrium point x = 0, gives:
_x (:3.:32)
-- _ x----O
0 1
1 0
0(g_,)
6x + _ u
x--_-O
5x2 1
(:3.:3:3)
A Linear Quadratic Regulator feedback law based on the linearized dynamics and
cost function:
d = fo _ (6xrQ6x + uRu)at (3.34)
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where:
gives the control law:
where:
[10]Q = R = 1 (3.35)0 1
u = -Igli_x (3.36)
K.,_ = [1.366 1.366 ] (3.37)
If we apply this constant gain feedback to the full nonlinear system we get closed
loop responses as shown in the phase plane plot of Figure 3-1. The closed loop
system is locally stable (as it should be because its linearization is stable -- see also
Section 3.3.1) -- but eventually becomes unstable.
However if we apply the continuous Ricatti design method to the same system using
the same Q and R, and the following quasilinear form for the dynamics of equa-
tion (3.31): [oss,n,x ,1]I 1]1-xl +[111u (3.38)
we get the "non-local" stable behavior shown in the phase plane plot of Figure 3-2.
We also see that for the continuous Ricatti design method, the trajectories starting
in the quadrant where xl < 0, x2 < 0 take a more direct route to the origin.
3.2.3 Controllers for Combined Tracking and Regulation
In this section we develop methods to achieve our second goal for the nonlinear design
methodology, i.e. to find design variables that we can use in the synthesis process
to adjust system responses. Our approach is to construct an appropriate quadratic
regulator problem and then use the feedback law (3.27) given by the candidate so-
lution to the H-J-B equation discussed in the previous section. We have found that
despite the fact that the candidate solution may be non-optimal/unstable we could
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still modify system behavior in a predictable way by adjusting the cost function (the
Q and R matrices in equation (3.11)).
Our goal is to find a control law that causes output variables, say y = Cx, to
track desired values, say Yd, and at the same time cause other state variables, say
77, to remain small. For example, we can think of y as variables that describe the
gross motion of a flexible manipulator and 77 as its flex mode deflections. Of course
depending on the system we are dealing with, the physics of the problem may not
allow us to simultaneously achieve both accurate tracking (y _ yd) as well as good
regulation of the rt variables. However by using a cost function approach, we have
been able to conveniently make the trade-off between tracking accuracy and amount
of regulation•
The generality of this combined tracking and regulating goal becomes clearer if we
recall (see [59] and Section 1.1.2) that through partial feedback linearization we can
generally transform multivariable non-linear systems of the form:
)k
Y
= f(x)+ B(x)u (3.39)
= A(x)x + B(x)u (3.40)
= Cx (3.41)
to the following form:
y_: )
y(_")
_(x)
_(x)
.re(x)
._(x)
do_ _(x)
_._(x)
aT(x)u
_r(x)u
+
_r_(x)u
+ E(x)u
(3.42)
(3.43)
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/? = w(rl, x,u) (3.44)
where y}') denotes the r'th derivative of yi. Here we have a generic separation of our
state variables into two classes viz.
• Y = [Yl,-..Ym] r which are output variables which must track the desired tra-
jectories yd(t)
• rt which are other state variables which we may want to keep small.
Note that the continuous Ricatti design method does not require us to transform our
dynamics to the partially feedback linearized form shown here -- the analysis above
only serves to show that the optimization problem is generic in some sense.
Let us now construct the optimization problem for our quasilinear system. W'e will
structure the problem in such a way that we remain with a regulator type problem
(as opposed to an explicit tracking type problem [28]). Therefore we assume that the
variables Yd are the outputs of some reference model, that will generally be a stable
linear system driven by an external input, viz:
"Xd = Adxd + Bdr (3.45)
Yd = Cdx_ (3.46)
where:
xd is the l dimensional state vector of the reference model.
r is an external input driving the reference model.
We can now augment our basic plant dynamics (3.40) with our reference model to
form the system:
i = F(z)z+ G(z)u + Fr (3.47)
e = [C-Cd]z (3.48)
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where:
deix]edez = = y - Yd (3.49)X4
and
A,x,0= F:[0] d(3.5o)
In order to define a regulator problem we will temporarily set r = 0 but will show in
Lemma 3.2.2 that under certain conditions we can get y to track Yd even when r :fi 0.
The cost function for our problem will penalize: the tracking error e ae__fY _ Yd,
excursions of those states which we want to regulate, as well as the control input, viz:
J
= fo _ (eTQ_e + _xxrQxx + p2uTu) dt (3.51)
= fo _ ((y _ y_):rQy(y _ yd) + #_xrQxx + p2uTu) dt (3.52)
de=_f f0 _¢ (zTQz + u TRu) dt (3.53)
where:
Q de=--fI CTQyC + #xQX_cTQyC --CTQyCd ]cTQyCd (3.54)
With the cost function as defined above (and r = 0) we have a problem in a format to
which we can apply the continuous Ricatti design method as discussed in Section 3.2.2.
We will furthermore show that independent of the question whether the continuous
Ricatti design method is optimal or not we can get y to track y_ under certain
conditions. To do this we need the following result by Kwakernaak and Sivan [33]:
Theorem 3.2.1 Consider the time-invariant stabilizable and detectable linear sys-
tem:
i = Fsz+aju (3.55)
y = Ciz (3.56)
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where G I and Cf are assumed to have full rank. Consider also the cost function."
fo _ (zrcfQCjz + urRu)dt (3.57)
with Q, R positive-definite and symmetric. Let
R = p_N (3.55)
with N positive definite and p a positive scalar. Let Pp be the steady-state solution of
the Ricatti-equation:
= C QCs+ P, (t)Fs+ FfP, (t)-
= 0 (3.60)
Then the following facts hold:
i. The limit:
exists.
lim/sp = Po (:3.61)
040
2. Let zp(t),t >_ O, denote the response of the controlled variable for the regulator
that is steady-state optimal for R = p_ N. Then
fo _¢ zp Qzp dt = zT(O)Poz(O) (3.62)
,
.
(i.e. the term f_ uTNudt remains finite as p _ O)
If dim(y) > dim(u) then Po 7_ 0
If dim(y) = dim(u) and the numerator polynomial qJ(s) of the open-loop trans-
fer matrix H(s) = Cs(sI - FI)-IGI is nonzero, Po = 0 if and only if all the
"eros of the numerator polynomial [33] have non-positive real parts.
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5. Ifdim(y) < dim(u), then Po = 0 if there exists a rectangular matrix M such that
the numerator polynomial qt of the square transfer matrix Cf(sI - A)-IGfM is
non-zero and has zeros with non-positive real parts only.
6. If dim(y) = dim(u) and Po = 0 then:
where W is some unitary matrix.
We can now show when we can get y -* Yd independent of the question of optimality
(see also [53] for related results in a Loop Transfer Recovery setting).
Theorem 3.2.2 For the system (3.47),(3.48) and cost-function (3.53) assume that:
• G(z),[C --Cd] are full rank for all z with rank(G) : rank ([C -Ce])
• Qy = I,R = p2I and p is positive
• {F(z), G(z)} is stabilizable for all z
• {[c - cd], f(z)} is detectable for all z
• The transfer function [C - Cd](sI - F(z))-lG(z) is minimum-phase for all z
If we apply the control:
u = -K(z)z (3.64)
_h g re:
K(z) = 1G(z)TP(z)
P
and P(z) is the unique positive semi-definite solution to:
0 = Q + P(z)F(z) + FT(z)P(z)- -_P(z)G(z)GT(z)P(z)
(3.65)
(3.66)
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with Q as in equation (3.54) then if tz_ = 0 we will get
Y _ Yd (3.67)
as p-_ O.
P r o of:
If we apply the control (3.64) to the system (3.47) we get for the closed loop dynamics:
[ _i ]i = F(z) - TG(z)Gr(z)P(z) z + rr (3.68)
. pi = pF(z)z-G(z) (_GT(z)P(z))z + pFr (3.69)
Now taking the limit as p _ 0 we get:
O_-G(z)(_GT(z)P(z))z (3.70)
By using Theorem (3.2.1) we get that as p _ 0:
0
where W(z) is a unitary matrix. Premultiplying by GT(z) we get:
a_(z)a(z)W(z) [ c - cd ] _. (3.72)0 t--
and using the facts that GTG is non-singular because G is full rank, and W is unitary
we get:
0 _- Cz - Caz = y - Yd (3.73)
Remarks:
Q.E.D.
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• The above theorem shows that we asymptotically get perfect tracking when
#x = 0 and p ---* 0. By increasing #_ we have been able to trade off tracking
accuracy relative to the amount of regulation on the state variables which we
want to keep small.
• Although we may get perfect tracking with #_: = 0 we are still not guaranteed
stability as can easily be seen by examining equations (3.43) and (3.44). For
instance although y may be well behaved rl may be unstable.
• To obtain perfect tracking through partial feedback linearization one typically
requires that E(x) in equation (3.43) be invertible. However we see that by using
the continuous Ricatti Design method we do not need to perform the partial
feedback linearization step and thus do not require that E(x) be invertible.
• We have seen that we asymptotically achieve perfect tracking as p _ 0. This
may give rise to the concern that we will get large control inputs. Fortunately
we note that the control input requirements are essentially determined by the
response/bandwidth of the reference model. Hence we can ensure that we have
reasonable control inputs by suitably limiting the bandwidth of our reference
model.
• If we want proportional plus integral control we can further augment our system
with states which are the integral of the tracking error. This will result in the
augmented system
i = F(z)z + G(z)u + Fr (3.74)
where now:
z (3.75)
el (3.76)
F(z)
= Ix, xd, eI]
= Y--Yd
A(x)
= 0
C
0 0
Ad 0
-Cd 0
a(z) =
B(x)
0
0
F
0
Bd
0
(3.77)
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To see how this results in a system with P-I-control let us examine the resulting
control law. The closed loop control will be of the form:
u - K(_)z (_.;s)
de f _[ Kz Kd KI ]
X
Xd
ei
(3.79)
(where we have suppressed the dependence on z of Kx, /i'd, /£I for notational
convenience). If we assume that [C - Cd] is full rank we can find an invertible
matrix T:
C --Cd
r_ f
T21 T22
which we can use to transform to a new set of state variables, viz:
(3.s0)
[e] ix]= T (3.81)
Xr Xd
We can now rewrite the control law in a form that exhibits the proportional
and integral feedback terms, as follows:
= - " - Kte/ (3.82)
Xd
= - [ K_ (3.83)
def
= -Kp,.ope- h',,_el - K,.x,. (3.84)
Figure 3-3 gives a block-diagram of this control law. (Note that for the quasi-
linear system Kvrov, Kmt, Kr all depend on z although we have not explicitly
shown this dependence).
• The approach we used in this section also provides a useful solution to the
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I
--I
I
J
K(x)
BASIC FORM OF BLOCK-DIAGRAM
Ii
r
--_ Bd
i__
1
BLOCK-DIAGRAM AFTER
TRANSFORMATION
Figure 3-3: Block Diagram of Augmented System with Integral Control
so-called LQ-Servo problem [4] for linear time invariant systems.
3.3 Stability Analysis
In this section we examine the stability properties of the continuous Ricatti design
method. It has been our experience that the method results in closed loop systems
with good stability properties if we appropriately adjust the cost function. Our
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approach will be to motivate our expectation of stability through analytical means
but acceptthat wewill have to assessthe actual stability of the closedloop systems
through computational methods. The computational methods will be discussedin
Section:3.4,while weconsiderthe following issuesin this Section:
• Local stability
• Existenceof multiple equilibrium points
• "Non-local" stability
We will provethat the control law will result in closedloop systemswhich are locally
stable in the senseof Lyapunov (i.s.L.) and that the closed loop system will generally
have a single equilibrium point at the origin. By using results from linear time varying
systems theory we will furthermore show that the stability region can generally be
expected to be large, but will not prove global asymptotic stability.
We will use the following stability definitions in our analysis [59],[63]"
Definition 3.3.1 Assume that the system:
= f(x) (3.85)
has an equilibrium point at x = O, i.e. f(O) = O. Then
• The equilibrium 0 is stable i.s.L, if for each e > 0 there exists a 5 = 5(_) > 0
such that
Ilx(0)ll < _(_) _ IIx(t)[I < _, vt _ 0 (:3.86)
Otherwise the equilibrium point 0 is unstable
• The equilibrium 0 is asymptotically stable i.s.L, if it is stable i.s.L, and if
in addition there exists some q > 0 such that
IIx(O)ll< _ _ x(t) _ o as t _ _ (3.87)
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The equilibrium 0 is exponentially stable if there exist constants r, a, )_ > 0
such that
Itx(t)ll < _llx(0)lie -'x', Vt > 0, Vlx(0)l I _< r (3.88)
If the equilibrium 0 is stable i.s.L., or asymptotically stable, or exponentially
stable for all initial states, the equilibrium point is said to be globally stable i.s.L.,
or globally asymptotically stable, or globally exponentially stable respectively.
Note that exponential stability is the strongest form of stability since it implies asymp-
totic stability as well as stability i.s.L.
3.3.1 Local Stability Properties
As a first step in analyzing the stability properties of the continuous Ricatti design
method we prove that the method yields closed loop systems that are locally stable.
To show local stability for the continuous Ricatti design method we use Lyapunov's
linearization method which is based on the following theorem [59]:
Theorem 3.3.1 Consider the system:
= f(x) (3.s9)
f(o) = o (a.90)
Suppose that f(x) is continuously differentiable and let J(O) be the Jacobian of f(x)
evaluated at x = O, i.e.:
Under these conditions:
(3.91)
• If all eigenvalues of J(O) are strictly in the left half complex plane then 0 is an
exponentially stable equilibrium point of (3.90).
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,, ff one or more eigenvalues of J(O) is strictly in the right-half complex plane
then 0 is an unstable equilibrium point.
• ff all the eigenvalues of J(O) are in the left-hand complex plane with at least
one eigenvalue on the jw-axis then one cannot conclude stability nor instability
of the nonlinear system (3.90) from its linearized approximation.
Theorem (3.3.1) makes it clear that in order to establish local stability of the contin-
uous Ricatti design method it is sufficient to examine the linearized approximation of
the closed loop system. With this in mind we next show how we can easily obtain the
linearized approximation of a nonlinear system if we have its dynamics in quasilinear
form. (Note that the proof below holds for any quasilinear realization of f(x), not
only those obtained via equation (2.6)).
Lemma 3.3.1 Consider the nonlinear system
:k = f(x) (3.92)
= A(x)x (3.93)
with f(x) continuously differentiable in an open region around O.
off(x) is given by:
Then the Jacobian
Of] x=0_xx = A(0) (3.94)
Proof:
Recall (see [46]) that the Jacobian of f(x) evaluated at x0 is equal to the matrix J(x0)
such that:
f(x0+h)-f(x0)-J(x0)h --,0 as h_0
Ilhll
It can furthermore be shown that the matrix J(x0) is unique [46].
want the Jacobian of:
f(x) = A(x)x (3.96)
(3.95)
For our case we
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evaluatedat x = O. Now note that:
f(h) - f(0) - A(0)h
IIhH
Ill(h)- f(O) - A(0)h H <
Hhrl
A(h)h - 0 - A(O)h
= ilhlI (3.97)
(A(h) - A(O))h
= llh]I (3.98)
]]A(h)- d(O)][,[]hl[
Ilhl] (3.99)
= IIA(h)- d(0)]l_ Vh ¢ 0 (3.100)
so that:
f(h)- f(O) - A(O)h
IIh]l 0 as h _ 0 (3.101)
Q.E.D.
We are now in a position to prove our assertion that the continuous Ricatti design
method will yield locally stable controllers, viz:
Lemma 3.3.2 Given the system:
= A(x)x + B(x)u (3.102)
and feedback law
wh e re
u = -K(x)x (3.103)
K(x) = R-1BT(x)P(x)x
and P(x) is the positive-semi-definite solution to:
(3.104)
0 = Q + P(x)A(x) + A(x) TP(x) - P(x)B(x)R -1B T(x)P(x) (3.105)
Assume A(x),B(x) is stabilizable and A(x),Q½ is detectable. Then the closed loop
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system will be locally exponentially stable.
Proof:
The closed loop dynamics of the system is given by:
= fc (x) (3.106)
= Acl(x)x (3.107)
where:
Ac (x) = A(x)- B(x)A'(x) (3.10S)
Since we have A(O),B(O)stabilizabte and A(O),Q½ detectable we know from the
properties of Linear Quadratic Regulators that Acl(0) will have all its poles strictly
in the left half plane (see e.g. [32]). Furthermore from Lemma (3.3.1) we know that
the Jacobian of fcl(x) is given by Ad(0). Local exponential stability of the continuous
Ricatti design method then follows from Theorem 3.3.1.
Q.E.D.
At this point we have rigorously established the local stability of the continuous
Ricatti design method. In Section 3.3.3 we will further analyze the stability of the
method and show why we expect the stability region for the continuous Ricatti design
method to be large.
3.3.2 Single Equilibrium Point at the Origin
If we applied an arbitrary control law to the system (3.102) we might get multiple
equilibrium points for the closed loop system which would in general be undesirable.
However the following lemma shows that if we apply the continuous Ricatti design
method we will have only a single equilibrium point at the origin.
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Lemma 3.3.3 Given the system, feedback law and stabilizability and detectability
assumptions of Lemma 3.3.2, the closed loop system will have a single equilibrium
point at x = O
Proof:
The closed loop dynamics are given by equations (3.107),(:].108). Clearly at x = 0 we
will have z_ = 0. It remains to be shown that x _ 0, Vx :_ 0. Since {A(x), B(x),Q½ }
is stabilizable and detectable and K(x) is the feedback gain from the steady state
regulator problem, the matrix ac,(x) = (a(x)- B(x)K(x)) will have all its eigenval-
ues in the open left half plane. Thus Act(x) will have an empty nullspace and thus
Act(x)x # 0 Vx # 0.
Q.E.D.
3.3.3 Non-local Stability Analysis via Linear Time Varying
Regulator Theory
The continuous Ricatti design method outlined in Section 3.1 can also be motivated
from a stability standpoint by using results that are available for linear time varying
systems. Our goal will be to provide a rationale of why we expect the continuous
Ricatti design method to yield closed loop systems with large stability domains. The
connection between (3.102) and linear time varying systems comes by noting that
along a given trajectory x(t) the matrices A(x), B(x) become functions of time. So
we can think of our quasilinear system as an ensemble of time varying systems "pa-
rameterized" by the trajectory x(t), viz:
z_ = A(x(t))x + B(x(t))u (3.109)
A(t)x + B(t)u (3.110)
7O
Chapter 4 will discussa method which further exploits the analogywith linear time-
varying systems. We should point out that becausewe are not dealing with a true
linear time varying systemthe analysiswe provide heredoesnot guaranteestability,
but only givesus someexpectationof stable behavior.
In order to motivate the stability of the continuous Ricatti designmethod we need
two results for linear time varying systems(LTV systems). The first result we need
comesfrom Kokotovic et al [30]. Consider the following optimization problem for
LTV systems:
For the system:
±=A(t)x+B(t)u withx(0)=x0
find the control which minimizes:
l for (xrCTCx + ur Ru) dt
(3.111)
(3.112)
subject to:
x(T) = Xr (3.113)
Reference [30] shows that if T is large with respect to the system dynamics and
certain conditions outlined below are met, then the solution to the problem above
exhibits "boundary layers". That is, the full optimal control can be approximated by
the solution of two simpler problems, one at t = 0 and one at t = T. The following
theorem slightly adapted from [30] makes these ideas more precise:
Theorem 3.3.2 For the system (3.111) and cost-function (3. I12), assume that:
• A(t), B(t) are continuous for all t C [0, T]
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• The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix:
A(t) -B(t)R-1B(t) ]
7"t = (3.114)
--CTC --AT(t)
all lie off the imaginary axis.
The pair A(t), B( t) satisfies the frozen controllability condition, that is:
rank [B(t), A(t)B(t), .... A_-l(t)B(t)] = n Vte [0, T] (3.115)
where n = dim(x) of the system.
def 1
Then there exists an 61 _> 0 such that for all e = y E (0, O] the optimal state trajectory
and optimal control satisfies:
x(t) = xt(t) + x,.(o) + O(e) (3.116)
u(t) = ,_(t) + ur(t) + O(e) (3.117)
where the initial and terminal boundary layer controls are given by."
u_(t) d°d -R -1Br(o)x_(_) (3.118)
ur(t) a_=f_R_t Br(T))_(_r) (3.119)
with:
def
O"
A_(_) a°f=
T- t (;3.120)
P(O)xt(t) (3.121)
N(T)x_(a) (3.122)
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and
dx/ _
dt [A(O)-B(O)R-1BT(o)P(O)]xl x, lt=o = xo (3.123)
dxT
da - [A(T)- B(T)R-1BT(T)N(T)] x, x,f_=o = XT (3.124)
and P(O) is the positive definite solution of the algebraic Ricatti equation:
0 = cTc + T'(t)A(t) + A(t)rT:'(t) - T'(t)B(t)R-'Br(t)7:'(t) (3.125)
at t = 0, and N(T) is the negative definite solution to the same equation at t = T.
The usefulness of this theorem is that it enables one to find an asymptotic approxima-
tion to the solution of the time-varying optimal control problem by solving two time
invariant Linear Quadratic Regulator problems, one at t = 0 and one at t = T. The
boundary layer notion can be explained as follows. Under the frozen controllability
assumption (3.115) the dynamics of both equation (3.123) and equation (:3.124) will
be stable [40]. Hence for T >> 1 we will have:
xtle=T _ 0 (3.126)
Xr[a= T _, 0 (3.127)
Thus at t_0:
x _ xl (3.128)
u _ -R-1BT(o)P(O)xt (3.129)
That is, the initial (boundary layer) behavior of the closed loop system is dominated
by the dynamics of equation (3.123). Similarly at t _ T =_ _ ,_ 0
X _,_ X r
u _ -R-1BT(T)N(T)x,
(:3.1:30)
(3.131)
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So we see that the terminal (boundary layer) behavior of the closed loop system
is dominated by the dynamics of equation (3.124). From equation (3.129) it also
becomes clear that to approximately compute the initial control for the given problem
we do not need to know the future values of A(t), B(t) provided r _ oc. (Note: If
XT = 0 then x_ = 0 Vt and the approximation will be even better). Furthermore
the result implies that the control input (3.129) will be asymptotically correct for an
ensemble of linear time varying systems that have the same value for A(0), B(0).
The second result we need comes from receding horizon control theory (see Chapter 4
for more detailed discussion and references). Receding Horizon Control uses the
following strategy:
1. At each time instant t solve a linear quadratic regulator problem over a horizon
starting at the current time t and ending at the time t + T subject to the
terminal constraint x(t + T) = 0.
2. Then at each time instant t apply the initial control, i.e. u(t), found from the
regulator problem that we have just solved.
The following theorem slightly adapted from [36] summarizes the fundamental sta-
bility result for receding horizon control.
Theorem 3.3.3 Let u'(r), r E [t, t + T] be the control time history which minimizes
the cost:
J= {j_
for the system (3.111) subject to the terminal constraint x(t + T) = 0. Assume that:
• R is positive definite
• Q a__fCT C is positive semi-definite
• the pair A(t), B(t) is uniformly completely controllable for some Tc > 0
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Then
l. If we choose T >_ Tc and at each time t we apply the control u = u*(t) then the
closed loop system will be uniformly asymptotically stable.
2. The control u'(t) is given by:
u'(t) = -R-'Br(t)P(t,t + T)x(t) (;3.1;3;3)
where P(t,t + T) = M-l(t,t + T) and M(t,t + T) is found by integrating the
time-varying Ricatti Equation."
OM(r, t + T)
_T
= B(v)R-'B(r)- M(r,t + T)AT(7.)- A(r)M(7.,t + T)
-M(r,t + T)CTCM(r,t + T) (3.134)
backwards from r = t + T to 7" = t subject to:
M(t + T,t + T) = 0 (3.135)
Note that the receding horizon control method is no longer optimal for the original
cost function (3.132) (see [35] for a bound on the cost incurred by the receding horizon
control law).
By combining Theorems (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) we can now provide a stability argument
for the case where we are applying the continuous Ricatti design method to linear
time-varying systems, viz:
• From Theorem (3.3.3) we know that the system (3.111) will be stable if we
apply the receding horizon control described above.
• In stead of finding the control (3.133) by integrating the matrix Ricatti differ-
ential equation (3.134) over the interval [t, t + T] we can find an asymptotically
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correct value (as T --+ _c) for u'(t) by using Theorem (3.3.2). The approximate
value of u*(t) is given by:
u'(t) = -R -1Br(t)P(t)x(t) (3.136)
where P(t) is the positive definite solution to:
0 = CrC + P(t)A(t) + AT(t)P(t) -- P(t)B(t)R-_Br(t)P(t) (3.137)
So we expect stable behavior for linear time-varying systems insofar as the
asymptotic approximation is valid.
We see that the procedure outlined above amounts to the continuous Ricatti design
method as applied to Linear Time Varying Systems. To motivate our expectation
of closed loop stability for the case where we apply the continuous Ricatti design
method to nonlinear systems, we treat the quasilinear system (3.109) as if it were a
linear time varying system along a given solution trajectory as in equation (3.110).
Here we exploit the fact that to find the asymptotically correct value of the receding
horizon control input (u" in equation (3.133)) we only need to know the current values
of A(x(t)),B(x(t)). However note that while we can generally assume that A(t),B(t)
are well-behaved for the true linear time-varying case, we have no such guarantees
for A(x(t)), B(x(t)) and hence cannot guarantee stability for the case when we are
dealing with nonlinear systems.
3.4 Stability Region Assessment
In the previous sections we have analyzed the stability properties of the continuous
Ricatti design method and have shown rigorously that the closed loop systems will be
locally stable. We also indicated why we expect the stability domains to be relatively
large. In this section we will examine computational methods to assess the size of
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the stability domain. The first method will provide a straightforward procedure to
assess a lower bound on the size of the stability domain while the second method will
provide a computationally more complex procedure to determine tile exact extent of
the stability domain. Although not discussed here further we should point out that
simulating the closed loop dynamics still provides a very useful method for assessing
the stability of nonlinear systems.
3.4.1 Stability Domain Assessment Using Quadratic Forms
The first method we use to assess the stability domain of the nonlinear closed loop
system will take a Lyapunov function approach and will provide a lower bound on
the size of the stability domain (see also [21], [64] for related results). In order to
develop the method we will use La Salle's theorem [37] which is stated below. Before
stating La Salle's theorem we will need the following definitions (see [,59]):
Definition 3.4.1 1. A scalar continuous function V(x) is said to be locally pos-
itive definite if V(O) = 0 and in an open neighborhood of the origin:
x# 0 _ V(x) > 0 (3.138)
2. If V(0) = o and the above property holds over the whole state space, then V(x)
is said to be globally positive definite.
3. A scalar continuous function V(x) is said to be negative definite if -V(x) is
positive definite.
Theorem 3.4.1 (La Salle) Consider an autonomous system of the form:
= f(x) (3.139)
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with f(x) continuous and f(O) = O.
with continuous first partial derivatives and suppose that:
• for some l > 0 the set:
is bounded.
• V is bounded below on f_l
• 9(x) <_o
• the set:
Vx C _t
Let V(x) be a locally positive definite function
aof{xlV(x) __l} (3.140)
,9 aef {x E at[i)(x) =0} (3.141)
contains no trajectories of (3.139) other than the trivial trajectory x(t) _= O.
Then the equilibrium point 0 of (3.139) is asymptotically stable.
The above theorem provides us with sufficient conditions that guarantee that trajec-
tories starting in a domain f_t will tend to 0 as t --* oc provided that we can find a
suitable function V(x). The following corollary shows how we can always construct a
function V(x) that satisfies the conditions of La Salle's theorem and provides us with
a well defined region f_t if the linearized version of (3.139) is locally asymptotically
stable (note that Lyapunov's linearization method, Theorem 3.3.1, only states that
some stable neighborhood exists but does not show how to determine it).
Corollary 3.4.1 Consider a system:
= f(x) (3.142)
with f(x) continuously differentiable and f(O) = 0. Let
A a_f=Oxx0f,,=o
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(3.143)
Assume that A has all its eigenvalues in the open left half plane and let Po be the
positive definite solution to the matriz Lyapunov equation:
PoA + AT po = --I (3.144)
(Note: Po > 0 is guaranteed to exist, since A is strictly stable see [,59]). Define:
V(x) a_f,_= , xTpox
S aof{xlV = Ov
= _xf(X) -- O}
(3. i45
(3.146
and let l be the lower bound of the values of V(x) on the set $ with the exception
of the origin (if $ contains only the origin set l = oc). Then the origin will be
asymptotically stable for every solution originating in the region Ftt_ defined by:
_,_ _' {xlV(x) _<I-s} (3.147)
where c > O.
Proof:
We will prove this corollary by showing that when l is finite we satisfy the requirements
of Theorem (3.4.1) and that when l is infinite, (3.142) will be globally asymptotically
stable by application of Lyapunov's direct method [59].
Before proceeding we need the following from [63]:
• Claim: V(x) is a (locally) negative definite function
Proof of Claim:
We can write:
f(x) = Ax + r(x) (3.148)
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with r(0) = 0 since Ax is the first term in the Taylor expansion of f(x). Now:
= xTpof(x) (3.149)
= xrPo(Ax + r(x)) (3.1,50)
1 T (BoA + A T,Do) x + x rPor(x) (3.151)
= ,_x
= --_xTx+ xTp0r(x) (3.152)
£
Now
xTPor(x) _< Ilxll_tlr(x)ll (3.153)
where O"is the maximum eigenvalue of P0. Since r(x) is the remainder term of
the Taylor expansion of f(x) we know that:
lim Itr(x)l[ - 0 (3.154)
IIxU-0 Llxll
and hence we can find an open neighborhood of the origin say A/" such that:
][r(x)H_< _[lxl[ Vx E ,'V (3.155)
Hence
and subsequently
x TPor(x) _< _llxllllxII Vx _ X (3.156)
1 1
l? < -±xrx + ±llxll 2 Vx e 3/"
- 2 4" '
so that 1}"is locally negative definite around the origin.
(3.157)
Let us now consider the case where l is finite. In this case _ile will be a finite hyper-
ellipsoid centered at the origin since P0 is positive definite and thus:
V(x) ---_ xTp0 x < I VX E _l¢ (3.158)
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Furthermore:
V(x) # 0 Vx x # 0 (3.1,59)
(otherwise we could find x* such that V(x') < l and l)(x*) = 0 which would con-
tradict, our assumption that l is a lower bound). Since r_' is negative definite in a
neighborhood of the origin and 1) is continuous we see from the intermediate value
theorem [46] that I) < 0 Vx C f_t. Asymptotic stability then follows from Theo-
rem (3.4.1) since $ = {x C f'tell)(x) = 0} contains only the origin.
The remaining case we have to consider is when l is infinite, i.e. l) :/: 0 Vx -¢ 0.
Since I}" is at least locally negative definite and r_ is continuous it then follows from
the intermediate value theorem that l) < 0 Vx ¢ 0. Global asymptotic stability
then follows from Lyapunov's direct method by noting that V(x) = xTp0x is radially
unbounded [59].
Q.E.D.
With Corollary (3.142) in place we can now specify a computational procedure which
will give a lower bound on the size of the stability region for a closed loop nonlinear
system, i.e. a system of the form (3.142). To compute an estimate of the stability
region we do the following
1. Compute:
A = 0_-xfx=0 (3.I60)
2. Solve the matrix Lyapunov equation:
PoA + AT po = -I (3.161)
3. Find the minimum value of V(x)such that V(x) -¢ 0 and I)(x) = 0. Some
possibilities for doing this are:
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(a) Compute V and l) for several points along "rays" emanating from the
origin to find l _f "smallest value of V where i) = 0".
(b) Use a single variable rootfinding algorithm along "rays" emanating from
the origin to find the first location where 1) = 0 along the ray. Among
these locations find the value of x that minimizes V
(c) Use a multivariable rootfinding algorithm to find locations where r_ = 0.
Among these locations find the value of x that minimizes V.
4. Once we have found the desired minimum value of V, say Vmi,_, we know from
Corollary (3.142) that all the trajectories starting within the hyper-ellipsoid
defined by xTp0x = Vmi,_ will tend to 0 as t _ ec
Example 3.4.1 As an example of using this approach consider the following example
system from Hahn [21]:
5: = -x + 2x2y (3.162)
_) = -y (3.163)
For this example it is possible to exactly determine the size of the stability domain
(see [21] and Section 3.4.2). It can be shown that all trajectories starting in the region
defined by
1
y<-, x>O (3.164)
X
1
y>-, x<0 (3.165)
X
y E (-ec,_c), for x = 0 (3.166)
will tend to the origin as t ---. oz.
Let us now use the quadratic form method outlined above. We get:
A - 0f
Ox (3.167)
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Boundary where:
dV/dt = 0
Stability domain from
quadratic form
Figure 3-4: Stability Domain Using Quadratic Form
(3.168)
while Po from equation (3.144) evaluates to:
[1]Po = _ 0 (3.169)10 7
Note that for this example the contours of constant 17 are circles. Searching for
locations where 1) = 0 we get the results shown in Figure 3-4. The stability domain
we find using this method is significantly smaller than the actual stability domain
because it is constrained to be an ellipsoid.
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3.4.2 Stability Domain Assessment using Zubov's Method
In this section we will discuss Zubov's method (see e.g. [21], [64]) which can be used
to determine the exact domain of stability for nonlinear systems of the form
= f(x) (3.170)
Zubov's method has two important advantages for stability analysis:
1. It provides a deterministic method to find Lyapunov functions for non-linear
systems, as opposed to the usual procedure of "guessing" candidate Lyapunov
functions.
2. It provides a method to exactly determine the extent of the stability domain.
This is different to standard Lyapunov theory which tends to provide results
that either:
• guarantee the existence of some stable c-neighborhood of an equilibrium
point but give no indication of the extent of the stability domain.
• guarantee that systems are globally stable. (finding Lyapunov functions
for this case is notoriously difficult).
The advantages come with a price however. It requires one to solve a partial differ-
ential equation (P.D.E.). Zubov's main theorem makes this more precise [64], [21]:
Theorem 3.4.2 Let H be an open domain of the state space and let lfl be its closure;
bl shall contain the origin. Necessary and sufficient conditions for Lt to be the exact
domain of attraction of the equilibrium of
x = f(x)(f(0) = 0) (3.171)
is the existence of two functions v(x) and _p(x) with the following properties:
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I. t,(x) is defined and continuous in 11 ,;(x) is defined and continuous in the whole
space
°2. p(x) is positive definite for all x
3. v(x) is negative definite, and for x E 14, x # O, the inequality 0 < t,(x) < 1
holds.
4. If y E Ill -Z4, then lim,,_y v(x) = 1, furthermore liml,,l_,(,,)_ _ = 1 provided that
this limit process can be carried out for x E II.
.5.
 f(x) = 1) (3.172)
The following slightly modified example from Hahn [21] shows how the theorem can
be applied by analytically finding a solution to (3.172).
Example 3.4.2 Consider the system:
For this example, Zubov's P.D.E. (i.e. equation :3.172) becomes:
Ov Ov
_xx(-X + 2x2y)+ _---yy(-y) = ;(x,y)(v - 1)
If we set _(x, y) to the positive definite function
= + -
(_
we can find the following solution to equation (3.175):
2 1 1
t'(x,Y):l--exp(-_(g) -_(x)2(l_xy))
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(3.173)
(3.174)
(:3.175)
(:3.176)
(3.177)
\Ve seethat the curve xy = 1 defines the stability boundary.
Numerical Solution of Zubov's Equation using Finite Differences
The example above demonstrates Zubov's method, but it also shows that in general
we will have difficulty in obtaining exact analytical solutions. We therefore consider
a numerical solution procedure to the example above. Several methods for solving
P.D.E.'s exist, such as finite difference, finite elements etc. (see e.g. [1]). Perhaps
the simplest approach to solving (3.172) is to use a finite difference method which we
shall use below.
The usual approach to solving the P.D.E. (3.172) by finite difference methods will be
to represent the unknown function, v(x) in our case, by its values at a discrete grid
of reference points. For example, for a second order system we could use:
xi = Xo + ih (3.178)
Yi = yo + jh (3.179)
as shown in Figure (3-5). Such an approach however rapidly becomes unmanageable
if we attempt to solve the P.D.E. over the whole domain of interest at once. For
example, say we want to solve Zubov's P.D.E. for an 8'th order system over a grid
of l0 points per dimension. This means that we need to solve for the values of v at
10 s points which translates into the numerical challenge of solving a set of l0 s linear
equations. Therefore we propose to solve the P.D.E. for smaller domains at a time.
A straightforward way to accomplish this is to solve the P.D.E. along narrow solution
strips as shown in Figure (3-6). To assess the size of tile stability domain we "point"
these solution strips into all the directions of interest. Note that this approach has
the added advantage that it is amenable to paralletization.
Let us now develop a finite difference solution for Zubov's equation in more detail.
We discuss the method as applied to a second order system noting that the same
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(Xo,Yo)
I
I
i i
I
i
i i _ i -
h
Figure 3-5: Standard Grid for Finite Difference Method
r
X r
x
j=l
i=1
Figure ;3-6: Solution Strips for Zubov's P.D.E.
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procedurecanbe usedfor higher order systems.
Figure (3-6) showsa general solution strip that is rotated by an angle 0 from the
nominal x, y-axes. Let:
• x _ denote the co-ordinates of a point in rotated co-ordinates
• x denote the co-ordinates of the same point in non-rotated co-ordinates
Zubov's equation in rotated co-ordinates then becomes:
Ov i( = _2(v - 1) (3.180)
0x r
To evaluate x_ we note that the transformation from non-rotated to rotated co-
ordinates is a simple linear transformation, viz:
x r = Cx (3.181)
where C is the direction cosine matrix relating the two sets of axes.
example we will have:
For our 2-D
Zxr][cos,0,in 0,Ix1x _= , C= , x= (3.182)yr -sin(0) cos(0) y
So that the system dynamics in rotated co-ordinates becomes:
: Cx (3.183)
= Cf(C-'x _) (3.184)
ae__=ff(x _) (3.185)
At this point we are in a position to set up the finite-difference approximations for
Zubov's equation. We develop the approximations in rotated co-ordinates because
of the simplification we obtain when the solution strip becomes a rectangular grid
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alignedwith the x r axis (see Figure (3-6)). Let us denote the point:
xo + ih
K y; +jh
(3.186)
on the grid, by the pair (i,j). Similarly let:
fr(x_) =
flr ( X r
,y_)
f_(x_,y r) [ f;,j
, ;(xr y_)= _.
, _z,3
[;sing this notation we get the following finite difference approximations
(3.187)
• For a point, say (i,j), interior to the grid:
OV i,j K+l,j -- t_--Lj (3 188)x _ _ 2h
Or] ... K,j+: - K,j-:
(3.189)IOy _ ,,j 2h
• For points on the edges we use one-sided finite-difference approxlmations as
appropriate. For example for a point, say (i,j), on the left edge away from the
corners:
O_y
Ox r
Ov i,j "_"_
Vi+_,j - Vi,j
2h
(3.190)
(:3.191)
L'sing these approximations, Zubov's equation becomes a set of linear equations in the
variables _.j,i = 1 ... M,j = 1... N, one equation for each grid point. For example
at a point (i,j) interior to the grid, we get:
(Yi+l,j - ll/}_l,j) r (_/},j+l - lV_i,j-1) r2h fl,,_ + 2h f_,,_ = _,j(_/},j - 1) (3.192)
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which becomes a linear equation in the unknowns V/_I,j, l_i,j_l, _,.j, Vi,j+l, _}+l,j, viz:
2h ' 2h ' _ - _i,jl/i,j " = (3.193)
Similar results hold for other points at the edges of the grid. Assembling all these
equations we get a set of linear equations which we have to solve:
Av = -b (3.194)
In equation ( 3.194):
r
V T def [ Y ,l "vi, ... V1,N ... V ,N ... VM, 
b T def [: _-'¢1,1 _1,2 ... _I,N cr_2,1 ... Ct-¢2 ,N ... _M,1
and each row in A corresponds to an equation such as (3.193). In general the matrix A
will be sparse as can be seen by examining the row corresponding to equation (3.193):
fr fr r fr ]o o o"'" -- 2h "'" 2h --_i,j 2h "'" 2h "'"
(3.197)
Exploiting the fact that A is sparse will enable us to further reduce our memory
requirements [9].
Example 3.4.3 Consider again example 3.4.2 for which we know the exact solution.
Using the finite difference method outlined above to solve Zubov's P.D.E. for this case
we get the results shown in figures (3-7) and (3-8). The plots compare the values of
the finite difference solution and the exact solution along a solution strip -- values
are plotted in rotated co-ordinates, i.e. along the x_-axis of Figure 3-6. We used a
solution strip as in Figure 3-6 with the following parameters:
0 = 30 ° (3.198)
h = 0.05 (3.199)
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Figure 3-7: Exact vs. Finite Difference Solution to Zubov's P.D.E.
M = 56
N = 10
We used _ as in example :3.4.2 with:
= 2 (:3.202)
Numerical Conditioning of the Solution to Zubov's Equation
The approach outlined above to solve Zubov's P.D.E. has yielded promising results
but further work is required to analyze the numerical conditioning of solutions. For
instance in example 3.4.2 the exact solution to Zubov's P.D.E. is not well behaved.
We see from equation (3.177) that when xy _< 1 we have 0 _< v(x.y) _< 1. However
for xy = 1 + c with 0 < e << 1 we see that v(x, y) will be large and negative. This
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Figure 3-8: Error between Exact and Finite Difference Solutions to Zubov's P.D.E.
discontinuity in the (true) solution to the P.D.E. will generally cause difficulty for
numerical solution methods.
A further issue is that the choice of c2(x, y) also affects the behavior of the solution
as explained in the following.
Zubov's equation can be written as:
 f(x)= i) (3.203)
Along solution trajectories of x = f(x) this equation can be written as:
d_)
d--_-= _(x)(v- 1) (3.204)
or in reverse time r:
dv
- _(x)(v- 1) (3.205)dr
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So along a specific trajectory x(r) in reverse time we get:
dv
--= - 1)dr (3.206)
which has a solution of the form:
v = 1 + cexp-f _'d" c = constant (:3.207)
The influence of _ (which is a positive definite function) now becomes clearer. For
example if _ is relatively small then v will tend to remain small and grow quickly
at the stability boundary where it must attain the value v = 1. On the other hand
if ,_ is relatively large then v will quickly approach its asymptotic value and it will
numerically not be clear whether we are close to the stability boundary.
Example 3.4.4 Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show the results of redoing Example (3.4.3)
where the only change has been in the parameter (_ of the function _(x, y) of equa-
tion (3.176). Using c_ = 0.1 (i.e. c2 relatively large) we get the results in Figure 3-9
which confirm that v quickly approaches its asymptotic value. Conversely when
c_ = 10 (i.e. _ relatively small), we see in Figure (3-10) that v remains relatively
small. Note that in both cases the finite difference method produced accurate results.
3.5 Computational Issues
The continuous Ricatti design method requires in principle that we compute a feed-
back gain:
K(x) = R-1BT(x)P(x) (3.208)
by first solving a steady state Ricatti equation:
0 = Q + P(x)A(x) + A(x) TP(x) - P(x)B(x)R -1B r (x)P(x) (3.209)
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for eachstate x. To implement the control law wecan:
• computethe feedbackgainsonlineasthe systemevolvesalongastate trajectory.
For this casewehavefound the following method to be effective:
1. Assumewehavean "old" solution to the Ricatti equation, sayPold. As the
closed loop system progresses along a trajectory keep using the feedback
gain:
K(x) = -R-1BT(x)Pota (3.210)
and "continuously" re-compute the residual A, where:
A(x) = Q + PozdA(x) + AT(x)Pold -- Po_aB(x)R-1BT(x)Pold (3.211)
2. When
II/X(x)lf> (:3.212)
IIPozdll-
for some predefined _R > 0 recompute the solution to the Ricatti Equation
and update Pole with the newly computed value of P(x).
• Precompute the feedback gains. Such an approach is examined in [62] where
the feedback gains K(x) are computed and then approximated as a sum of some
basis functions, viz:
P
= (3.213)
k=l
Using basis functions to approximate the feedback gains has the advantage that
it reduces the storage requirements.
Several methods exist to numerically solve the .steady state Ricatti Equation. The
methods can be classified as:
• Non-Iterative methods, such as eigenvector [39] and Schur Vector Methods [38].
• Iterative methods, such as Kleinman's-method [29].
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We will summarize some of these methods below and introduce a new iterative method
which we will refer to as Collar and Jahn's method. In each case we will assess the
computational burden of the method by counting the number of "FLOPS" (floating
point operations) required to solve the Ricatti equation. For comparison purposes we
will count a scalar add and multiply,:
a+(b,c) (3.214)
as one FLOP, and count FLOPS for other numerical procedures according to the
following table (see e.g. [50], [38], [5]).
Operation Operation Count
(FLOPS)
Scalar add and multiply a + (b * c) 1
Matrix addition:A + B A, B E R nx'_ n 2
Vector dotproduct: xTy x,y C R nxl n
Matrix product: A * B A, B E R '_x" n 3
LU Decomposition: A = LU _rtl3 + 0(/22)
Solve: AX = Y for X with A, X, Y E R '_×= 5rt43 + O(n 2)
Eigenvector Decomposition: A = TAT -1 8n a + O(n 2)
Schur-vector Decomposition: A = USU y 8n a + O(n 2)
Solve Lyapunov eqn. PA + ATp = Q A, P, Q E R n×" 12n 3 + O(n 2)
3.5.1 Eigenvector Method
The procedure we refer to as the eigenvector method is based on the Mcfarlane-Potter-
Fath algorithm [39]. The procedure for solving (3.209) is. (supressing the dependence
on x for notational convenience):
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1. Form the Hamiltonian Matrix:
,4 -BR-_B r ]= (:3.21.5)
-Q -A T
The number of operations in this step is essentially the work involved in forming
BR-1Br.
"2. Do an eigenvector de-composition of H. If {,4, B, C} is stabilizable and de-
tectable and the eigenvalues of H are distinct and we appropriately reorder the
eigenvectors we get:
HT = TA (:3.216)
A°I
where T is a matrix containing the eigenvectors of H and -,_. is an n x n diagonal
matrix containing the stable eigenvalues of H.
3. The positive definite solution to the Ricatti equation is then given by:
P = T21TH 1 (:3.218)
4. Finally we compute the feedback gain"
K(x) = R -1BT P (3.219)
The following table sumarizes the operation counts for this method, where we have
assumed that B E RnX":
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Step Operations count
Form _'_:
Form: R -1B T
Multiply: B * (R-1B T)
4 3
5n
yl 3
Eigenvector decomposition of _ 8(2n) 3
4 3
Form P = V21Vl-11 5n
Compute feedback gain K:
Multiply: -(R-1B T) * P
Note: R-1B r is available from step 1
n 3
TOTAL _ 69n 3
3.5.2 Schur-vector Method
The procedure we refer to as the Schur-vector method was developed by Laub [38]
and differs from the Eigenvector method in that it uses the numerically more reli-
able Schur-vector decomposition [18] in stead of an Eigenvector decompostion. The
procedure for solving (3.209) is, (supressing the dependence on x for notational con-
venience):
1. Form the Hamiltonian Matrix:
A -BR-iB T ]
= (3.220)
-Q -A T
2. Do a Schur-vector de-composition of 7"/. If {A,B,C} is stabilizable and de-
tectable we get:
_U = US
U21 U22 0 $22
(3.221)
(3.222)
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where S is an upper triangular matrix with the eigenvalues of 7-/appearing on
its diagonal. It is furthermore assumed that the Schur-vectors have been re-
ordered so that the stable eigenvalues of _ appear on the diagonal of Sxl while
the unstable eigenvalues appear on the diagonal of $22.
3. The positive definite solution to the Ricatti equation is then given by:
e = U21Ul_ 1 (:3.22:3)
4. Finally we compute the feedback gain:
K(x) = -R-1BrP (3.224)
The following table sumarizes the operation counts for this method:
Step Operations count
Form 7-_:
Form: R-t B T
Multiply: B* (R-1B T)
4 3
_n
rt 3
Schur-vector decomposition of 7"/ 8(2n) a
- 4 3
Form P = $21Sll 1 gn
Compute feedback gain K:
Multiply: -(R-1B r) , P
Note: R -1B r is available from step 1
n 3
TOTAL _ 69n a
3.5.3 Kleinman's Method
Kleinman's method [29] is an iterative procudure for solving the Ricatti equation. It
uses the following algorithm assuming that a starting guess of P, say P0 is available:
For i = 0,1...
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1. Form: Ki =-R-1BTpi
"2. Form: fti = A - BKi
3. Solve the Matrix Lyapunov equation:
A[PI+I + Pi+l,4i .T .= + Q)
for Pi+l
(3.225)
4. If Pi+l = Pi we have a solution to (3.209). Otherwise iterate this process by
setting Pi _- Pi+l and starting again at step 1. Note that at the completion we
already have the feedback gain available from step 1.
This iterative process should be natural to implement for our problem since we can
assume that we have a previous value of P(x) computed for a nearby state x, which
we can use to start the iterations. The following table gives an operation count for
one iteration:
Step Operations count
Form
Form
Ki:
Multiply: B r * Pi
Form: R-1BT pi = Ki
Ak:
Multiply: B * Ki
Subtract: A - (BKi)
-T *
Form H i RKi + Q
(Note: KTRKi = (PiB),(R-1BTpi), so
use factors from first step)
Multiply: PiB * (R-1BTpi)
.TAdd: //i RKi + Q
_., n3
4 3
5 n
rl 3
_2
n 3
_2 2
Solve the Lyapunov Equation: 12n 3
TOTAL for k iterates _ k, 16n a
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3.5.4 Collar and Jahn's Method
The method we refer to as Collar and Jahn's method, is based on the Mcfarlane-
Potter-Fath algorithm, but uses an iterative method to solve for the eigenstructure
of the Hamiltonian matrix, in stead of using the more standard Hessenberg-QR-
method (see e.g. [18]). The steps for Collar and Jahn's method are the same as for
the eigenvector method outlined above except that the eigenstructure of 7-( is found
as follows [ll]:
1. Assume that we have an iterate for the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of _, say
_'; and Dk. Find Ak and Dk+l from:
Dk+, = diag [Vk-l_'_Vk] (:t.226)
. ),,_
_k = l_-_Vk - Dk+l (3.2_)
i.e. Dk+l consists of the diagonal elements of Vffl_Vk, and Ak consists of the
off-diagonal elements of the same matrix.
2. Solve for Ek from:
EkDk+l - Dk+lEk = Ak
Since Dk+l is diagonal, the solution is simply given by:
(3.228)
[Ek]ij = [Dk+l]ii -t-[Dk+,]jj (3.229)
3. Form the updated estimate of V:
Vk+l = Vk(I + Ek) (3.230)
4. Repeat the process until &k is small enough.
The operation count for one iterate is given by:
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Step Operations count
Form _-{:
Form: R -1B T
Multiply B * (R-1B r)
Update Eigenvectors of 7-I
Form: Vk- 17/
Multiply: (Vk-'7-/) * Vk
Solve for Ak
Form: Vk+l = Vk * (I + Ek)
4 3
n 3
 (2n 3)
(2rt) 3
4 3
Form P = V21Vl_ 1 5n
Compute the feedback gain K:
Multiply -( R-1B T) * P n a
TOTAL for k iterates _ k, 31n a
3.5.5 Recommendation
Based on the operation counts we have found above we generally prefer the Schur-
vector method for on-line computation of the feedback gains, since:
• it is competitive in terms of computational load (assuming the iterative methods
require 3 to 5 iterations per solution)
• it is numerically more reliable than the eigenvector method
• it has a more predictable execution time -- it does not have the open ended
iterative nature of the other two methods.
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3.6 Simulation Results
In this section we will apply the continuous Ricatti design method to a nonlinear
system. We will see that the method generally works better that designs based on
the linearized dynamics but that at some point it becomes unstable. An approach
to improve the stability properties will be discussed in Chapter 4 where we will use
an optimal control approach which utilizes knowledge about the future behavior of
A(x), B(x).
3.6.1 System Dynamics
The system we use for the simulations will have dynamics related to that of a one-link
flexible manipulator. We will change the dynamics of a one link arm by simplifying
the equations of motion on the one hand, but at the same time introduce parameters
which can be used to accentuate the main nonlinearity in the problem.
To derive the equations of motion for the one link flexible arm of Figure 3-11 we use
the assumed modes approach discussed in Appendix A. For this example we assumed
a single sinusoid mode shape so that the displacement of each "slice" of the arm
relative to the line joining the root and the tip (see Figure 3-11) is given by:
(3.231)
where:
L = length of the link
( = "location" of the slice
(3.232)
(3.233)
In what follows we shall refer to 0 in Figure 3-11 as the gross motion angle and to q
as the flex mode deflection.
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Figure 3-11: One Link Arm
The resulting equations of motion can be put in quasilinear form. We get:
= A(x)x + B(x)u (3.234)
with:
X T
a(x) =
OqOgl]
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 aa2 a33 0
0 a42 a43 0
(3.235)
(3.236)
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B(x)
0
0
-8.905
"_(q)
-0.0:349 4.636 x 103+29.61 q2
(3.237)
where
(-0.218 x 10r + 18.85(740.202))
a32 = (3. 238)
-y(q)
-18.S5q(3.142q)
azz = (3.239)
7(q)
-8.,5 × 104(3.6 × 102 + 3q 2) + 1.733 × 102(1.132t} :)
a42 = (3.240)
7(q)
-1.733 x 102q(1.61 x 102_- 9.425t?q 2)
a43 = (3.241)
7(q) = 1.157 x 105 -2.961 x 102q 2 (3.242)
and u is the control input. We used parameters similar to the space shuttle R.M.S.,
viz:
L (length)
PA (density per unit length)
El (stiffness)
= 13.44m (:3.243)
= 55.16kg/m (3.244)
= 1.38 x 1011 • 2.08 x 10-SNm 2 (3.245)
If we neglect terms like q2, qq, q3/} and round some of the constants A(x), B(x) simplify
too:
A(x)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 --all "_-O12b 2 0 0
0 --a2t +an0 a 0 0
(3.246)
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B(×)
where for the nominal case:
0
0
-- 91
-- '_2
(3.247)
0_11 ---- 20 (3.248)
cq2 = 0.12 (3.249)
a_l = -267 (3.250)
c_22 = 1.7 (3.251)
/_1 _- 8 × 10 -s (3.252)
32 = 1.4 x 10 -3 (3.253)
To find a feedback law we used the approach discussed in Section 3.2.3. Our goal was
to cause the gross motion angle 0 and angular rate _) to remain similar to that of a
reference model while at the same time keeping the flex mode deflection small. We
used the cost function and augmented dynamics of equations (3.47), (3.48), (3.53).
The reference model we used is:
where:
±d = Adxd (3.254)
w= = 10 (3.256)
_" = 1 (3.257)
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For this example (which is intended to be stressful to the continuous Ricatti design
method) we used the following parameters in the cost function (see equation 3.53):
zT ---- [0 q t_ q 0d 0d ] (3.259)
and:
r ]
diag 11  0, 1×10 /
[0 1× 10 s 0 0 0 O] (3.261)diag
p = 1 x 10 -4 (3.262)
Case 1
For the first case we used the cost function etc. as specified above and accentu-
ated the nonlinearity of the system by using the following values for ai) in equa-
tions (3.246), (3.247):
all = 20 (3.263)
a12 : 0.12 (3.264)
c_21 - 26 (3.265)
a22 = 50 (3.266)
31 = 8 x 10 .2 (3.267)
32 = 1.4 × 10 -3 (3.268)
The desired response is a 90 ° re-orientation of the "arm" in about 0.58 which is a
strenuous manever for an "arm" of this size. Figure 3-12 shows the stable response
of the closed loop system when using the continuous Ricatti design feedback, while
Figure 3-13 shows that the closed loop response for the feedback law based on the
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linearized dynamics is unstable.
Case 2
For this case we further accentuated the nonlinearity by using:
all = 20 (3.269)
c_12 = 0.12 (3.270)
c_21 = -26 (3.271)
c_22 = 170 (3.272)
_1 = 8 x 10 -s (3.273)
32 = 1.4 x 10 -3 (3.274)
At this point we see from Figure 3-14 that the continuous Ricatti design feedback
law results in unstable behavior. We will revisit this case in Chapter 4 where we will
discuss an approach to improve the stability properties by using an optimal control
approach which utilizes knowledge about the future behavior of A(x) and B(x).
3.7 Summary
In this Chapter we explored a control design method that exploits the quasilinear
form of dynamics for nonlinear systems. The method can be applied to a large class
of nonlinear systems and provides the designer with convenient design parameters
to modify the closed loop system behavior. It has been our experience (see also
Chapter 5 and [62] for further examples) that the method resulted in well behaved
closed loop systems if we appropriately adjusted the design parameters. However only
local stability can be guaranteed. To analyze the "non-local" stability properties we
showed the connection between the continuous Ricatti design method and receding
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Stable Responses for Continuous Ricatti Design
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Unstable Responses for Design Based on Linearized Dynamics
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Unstable Responses for Continuous Ricatti Design with Accentuated Nonlinearity
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horizon control. We also showed how Zubov's method could be used to numerically
determine the stability domain of the closed loop system.
In tile next chapter we will explore an optimal control methodology that further
exploits the quasilinear form of the dynamics and can be used to improve closed loop
stability.
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Chapter 4
Controllers with Look-Ahead
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we further explore and exploit the similarity between linear time-
varying systems and nonlinear systems in quasilinear form. The main difference
between the methods presented here and the continuous Ricatti design method of
the previous chapter is that the new control methods take into account "knowledge"
about the future behavior of A(x) and B(x). Such controllers will be refered to as
"controllers with look-ahead".
Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 examine control strategies for general (not necessarily feed-
back linearizable) nonlinear systems which will result in stable closed loop systems.
The methods are all rooted in optimal control theory and require one to solve opti-
mization problems of the form:
Given a system:
_k = f(x,u,t), x(t0) = x0 (4.1)
y = h(x) (4.2)
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Find the control input u that will minimize the cost function:
J = _(x(tf)) + Z:(x, u, r)dr, £:(x, u, r) > 0 (4.:3)
Note that since 1: is explicitly a function of time, the optimization problem as defined
above is sufficiently general to include tracking problems. For example assume that
the plant output y is required to track some reference trajectory, say yd(t), then we
can use:
£(x, u, t)= Z:(x, u, yd(t)) (4.4)
Once the general theory for the methods is in place, we develop an approach to
(approximately) solve the required optimal control problems by using the similarity
between quasilinear systems and linear time varying systems (see Section 4.,5).
Assumption 4.1.1 We will assume that our systems are sufficiently well behaved so
that if we apply the optimal control for the problem defined by equations (_.1), (_.2),
(_.3), then/:(x,u,T) will remain bounded over the interval [to, t ]] and _(x(t/)) will
also be bounded.
Assumption 4.1.1 is needed to ensure that /_(x, u, t) does not, for instance, behave
2
(t---g_) _ which becomes unbounded at t = a but remains integrable across thelike
singularity. Note that Assumption 4.1.1 does not in itself guarantee that the closed
loop system will be stable, since some of the system states may well be unstable but
not affect £.
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Figure 4-1: Time Intervals for Short Term Tracker
Short Term Optimal Tracking
This section examines an approach to control nonlinear systems by solving a sequence
of short term optimization problems. The goal of the method is to cause the output
of the system (4.1),(4.2) to track some desired trajectory, say yd(t) and at the same
time ensure that all the state variables remain bounded (see also Section 3.2.3). It is
furthermore assumed that at any time t the reference trajectory is only known over
a limited interval (horizon), say It, t + T].
To achieve the tracking/regulation goal, given the limited knowledge of the desired
trajectory, the control law is found by solving a sequence of optimization prob-
lems each defined for a time interval [t_, t, + T]. i = 0, 1... (see also Figure 4-1).
Lemma 4.2.1 shows that under certain conditions this approach will lead to stable
closed loop systems. Before showing the desired stability result we establish the
following well known fact:
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Fact 4.2.1 Assume that the nonlinear system:
= f(x, u,t) (4.5)
is completely controllable. Consider the cost function:
d = #xV(t:)Hx(t:) + £(x,u,r)dr (4.6)
where £(x, u, T) >_ 0 and H is positive semi-definite. Let flu[to, ty] be the control time
history which minimizes J for a specific value of I_, and let 5:,[to , ty] be the associated
state trajectory. Then if we apply the optimal input ft, to the system, xT(t:)Hxu(t:)
will remain finite. Furthermore as # --+ oc we will have _,(ty)H'_u(ty) ---+O.
Proof:
Since (4.5) is completely controllable there exists some control history, say 6[t0, t:],
which drives the system from its initial condition to a state where xT(t:)Hx(t]) = O.
Let R be the associated state trajectory and
d
t!= y¢TH_+ L(k, fi, r)dr (4.7)
0
= ji:L(Yc, h,r)dr (4.8)
be the cost associated with using fi as the control. Since flu is optimal it follows that:
O < # ycTHx_, + £,(Y¢u, fi,. r)dr K j (4.9)
Since £(x, u, r) >_ 0 we then have:
# xT Hx, t, <_ J (4.10)
R_H_, ', < d" (4.11)
#
Since J is finite iuHx, will be finite. Furthermore since j does not depend on tt we
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can make the left hand sideof (4.11)arbitrarily small by making # largeenough.
O.E.D.
With this fact in hand it can be shown that under certain conditions the strategy
outlined above will result in stable closed loop systems (in a bounded input-bounded
output sense). In order to simplify' the statement of the proof of stability for this
method we assume that a state transformation has been applied to the system so
that the state vector explicitly contains the plant output, i.e:
[Ylx = (4.12)
Xr
Lemma 4.2.1 Consider the nonlinear system (4.5). Assume that the system is
reachable for any time interval > TT, and that the reference trajectory Yd is bounded.
Divide the time axis into a sequence of time intervals [ti, ti + T],i = 0, 1,... with
T > TT (see e.g. Figure 4-1) , and consider a sequence of optimization problems, one
for each time interval, where the cost function for each interval is:
ftL T
Ji = # (eru e + ', + j,, (e + × Qxx + u nu)d (4.1:3)
where e ae_=fY _ Yd and Qy, Q_:, Hy, H_ are all positive definite. Let Oi[t,, t, + T] be the
control input which is optimal for the i'th problem. If Assumption 4.1.1 holds, and
# is large enough, and we then apply Oi[ti, ti -t- T] on each interval, the closed loop
system will be stable.
Proof:
Consider an arbitrary interval [ti, ti + T]. Assume that the state of the system at
the beginning of the interval, i.e. x(ti), is bounded. Then Fact 4.2.1 implies that, if
fi[ti, t_+ T] is applied over the interval [t,, t f], then erHye+xrHxx_ will be arbitrarily
small, provided that # is large enough. Since Hy and H_ are positive definite, this
implies that e(tf) and x_(tf) will be finite, and subsequently since y_ is bounded,
ll7
x(tl) must be bounded. Furthermore since Q_, Qx are positive definite, Assump-
tion 4.1.1 ensures that x will remain bounded. At this point we have established
that: if the system state is bounded at the beginning of an interval, it will remain
bounded throughout the interval up to the beginning of the next interval. Assuming
that the state of the system at to is bounded, it follows that the system response is
bounded for all intervals.
Q.E.D.
The result above shows that by solving a sequence of short term optimal control
problems we can obtain stable closed loop systems. Unfortunately, in practice, this
approach has limited value since the control history generally is discontinuous at
the boundary of each interval and the control law is thus likely to excite unmodeled
dynamics which may lead to instability. (See also Example 4.6.1).
4.3 Receding Horizon Control
The previous section examined a stable control law which required that a sequence of
short term optimization problems had to be solved. The method had the drawback
that it would lead to discontinuous control histories. To remedy the problem of the
discontinuous control we examine another control methodology, i.e. receding horizon
control (see e.g. [36], [41]).
The receding horizon control strategy is:
1. At the current state, say x(t) solve an optimization problem of the type defined
by equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), over a finite horizon [t,t + T].
2. If fi[t, t + T] is the solution to the optimization problem over the full interval,
apply only the initial control, i.e fi(t), at the initial state.
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3. Repeat the processstarting at step 1.
Fundamentalresults regardingthe stability of this control law are available. Kwon
and Pearson[36] showthat for linear time varying systems:
_¢= A(t)x+ B(t)u (4.14)
with a cost function of the form:
rt+T T
J = Jt (x Qx + urRu)dv (4.15)
and subject to the terminal constraint that x(t + T) - 0 the closed loop system
will remain stable. Mayne and Michalska [41] expand this result to nonlinear sys-
tems. They show that if the receding horizon control law is applied to systems of the
form (4.1) with cost function:
ft+T T
J=]t (x Qx+uTRu)dr Q,R>0 (4.16)
and subject to the terminal constraint that x(t + T) - 0 the closed loop system
will be stable. Note that in both the linear and nonlinear system cases the above-
mentioned stability results cannot be applied as is to tracking problems, since for
tracking problems yd(t + T) ¢ 0 in general. Stability results for tracking problems
appear in [34] for linear time invariant discrete time systems:
x(k+ 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) (4.17)
y = Cx(k) (4.18)
and cost functions of the form:
1
1 (er( k + N)He(k + N)) + -_d= 5
j=k+N
(eT(j)Qe(j)+u(j)rRu(j)) (4.19)
j=k
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where:
e(j) ae_.=fy(j)_ Yd(j) (4.20)
and it is assumedthat the referencetrajectory Yd(j) is available over the horizon
[k,k +
In what follows we extend the stability results mentioned above to the nonlinear
receding horizon tracking problem (i.e. where x(t + T) ¢ 0). In the process we also
develop an alternate method of proof for the nonlinear receding horizon "regulator"
stability result by Mayne and Michalska (i.e. where x(t+T) _= 0). Our results depend
on the following Lemma:
Lemma 4.3.1 Consider the nonlinear system (4.1) and cost function (4.3). Assume
that the system is reachable and allow for the possibility of a terminal constraint of
the form _/,(x(t/)) = O. Let fi[to, t f], and :_[to, tl] denote the optimal control and state
trajectories respectively and let:
t!
V(x't°'tl) =/0 (L:(R(r),fi(r),r)dt (4.21)
denote the actual cost incurred if we apply the optimal control fi over the interval
[to, t]] starting from state x at time to. Then:
d ,_=f(x,a,t) OV(x, to, ty) t!=t+rV(x, t, t + T) = -£(x, fi, t) + Otf (4.22)
Proof:
We have:
dV(x,t,t + T)
dt
+
OV(x, to, tl)
(_X t o .= t
t!=t+T
OV(x, to, tl)
Ot ] to=,
tf=t+T
dx OV(x, to, ty)
d---[+ Oto
to_t
tf=t+T
(4.23)
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+0V(x, to, t f)
()X to=t
¢]=t+T
0V(x, to, tf)
0tf to=,
tf=t+T
From the HdB-equation we know that:
f(x(t),u(t),t)+
OV(x, to, tf)
Oto ,o:,
tf=t+T
(4.24)
0g(x, to, t f)0V(x, to, td) = £(x, u(to),to) + f(x, fi(to), to)
Oto Ox
(4.25)
Substituting (4.25),into (4.24) then gives us equation (4.22) as desired.
Q.E.D.
We can find an expression for
as follows:
Ol/(X, to, t f)
Ot y
(4.26)
Fact 4.3.1 Consider an optimization problem where we have a system as in (4.1), a
cost function:
fi'd = _(x(tf), tI) + £(x, u, r)dr (4.27)
and a terminal constraint #,(x(tf),tf) = O. Let V(x, t0, tf) again be the actual cost
incurred if we apply the optimal control. Then:
wh 6 Fe ."
OV(x, to, tf) (o,_(x, tS)x o,_(x, tf) ) ,,Otf -- Ik -_x q- Off q- £(x, u, t f) (4.28)
x(t I )
O(x,t/) def vT_b(x(tf),tf) + _(x(tf),tf) (4.29)
and u is a Lagrange multiplier.
Proof:
Let fi[to, tf] and :_[to, tf] be the optimal control and state trajectory associated with
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the optimization problem defined above, i.e. over [to, tj]. Define the augmented cost
function:
J_ to_!a°2 :_(x(t:),t:)+:(x(t:))+ (C(x, u, T) + x_(-,_ + f(x, u, T))) _,.:_o)
de2 ¢(x(t:),t:)+ (7-t(X, U, r) -- ,XTX) dr (4.31)
where u, .X are Lagrange multipliers and we have defined:
7"/(x,u,r) de=_ E(x, u, r) + ,xr(f(x, u, r)) (4.32)
O(x,t:) ae=f uT_/,(x(t:)) + 0(x(t:)) (4.33)
Now consider the perturbation in J_ if we perturb:
,, the terminal time to: tf + At
• the control history to: fi(t) + 5u(t). Assume that this perturbation in the
control history results in a perturbation of the state trajectory to: 2(t) + 5x(t).
Furthermore assume that the perturbed state trajectory satisfies the terminal
constraint: ,/,(x + _SX)lt:+At = 0 and that the initial condition x(t0) remains
unchanged.
The perturbation in the augmented cost, after integration by parts of the ,_ term, is
then given by (see e.g. [8]):
/O¢(x,t:)i¢ 0¢(x,t:) + £(x,u,t:)) ,! At
_xjo = \ _ + ot:
"_(tf)
(0¢(x, t:)
+ _, _x x_} 5x
t!
_(t:)
(4.34)
By appropriate choice of the Lagrange multiplier ,k, and the necessary conditions for
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fi to beoptimal, the only remainingterms are:
0O(x, ti)x 0¢(x, 0)
Ox + Ot s + Z;(x,u, 0))
So that:
tI
_($f)
At (4.35)
0P(x, to, t f) = lim AG
Ot f at--o At
_ (0¢(x, 0)
- \ Ox *+
(4.36)
(_O(X,0tf t f) -_- £(X, U, t f)) t_l( (4.37)
tf)
Remarks:
Q.E.D.
ov will be bounded.
• Given assumption 4.1.1,
• We expect that when tf - to becomes large, the change in cost AJ_ and thus
0v will become relatively small. In equation (4.28) this should occur through
u changing its value.
• We can recover Michalska and Mayne's result by noting that their result is
derived for the case where:
- The system is time invariant with a single equilibrium point at the origin.
viz:
= f(x, u) (4.3s)
0 = f(o,o) (4.39)
- There is no explicit terminal penalty, i.e.: _(x(tf) = 0
- The terminal constraint is:
_(x, tf) = x(tf) = 0 (4.40)
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- The integrand of the cost function is:
£(x, u) = xrQx + urRu (4.41)
where Q, R are both positive definite.
Under these conditions we see that:
- V(x, t, t + T) = V(x) i.e. the actual cost to drive the system to the origin
starting at state x at time ¢, depends only on x.
- V(x) is a radially unbounded positive definite function and can serve as a
candidate Lyapunov function.
- Because of the terminal constraint x(t/) = 0, and form of the cost function
we have for case where x = f(x) + G(x)u that u(tf) = 0 and x(tf) = 0
and thus:
OV(x, to, ts)
Or] ts) )= \ 0x + G + C(x,u,t]) (4.42)
• )
= 0 (4.43)
Stability then follows by noting that under these conditions:
d
d----/V(x, t,t + T) = -(xrQx + uTRu)
< 0 Vx#O
(4.44)
(4.45)
We can now proceed with the stability result for the nonlinear receding horizon track-
ing problem. Our goal will be to show that if we apply the receding horizon control
law, then "on average" the full state will remain bounded. We take this approach
because in general it is not possible to cause the system (4.1) to perfectly track the
reference trajectory and at the same time ensure that all the system state variables
remain bounded (see e.g. [59]). This means that it generally will not be possible to
show that the error variables, say e = y- Yd, and the "'rest of the state", say xr, tend
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to 0 as t --, zc.
Lemma 4.3.2 Assume that we have a system of the form (4.1), and that we hare
chosen a cost function appropriate for a tracking problem, say:
J = ft+T£(x,u,t)dr (4.46)
at
rt+r T
= Jt (e Q_e + x.Q._x. + urRu)dr (4.47)
where e(r) = y(r)- yd(r), and Q_,Qx, R are all positive definite and u,e have a
terminal constraint such that (erQye + x,Qxx,)tl = O. Then if Assumption 4. I.1
holds we will have:
lim 1 f, T
- (e Qye + xrQ::x, + uTRu)dr < z¢
rJ_c_ Y] ,]0
(4.48)
for some F_
P r o o f:
Let V(x, t, t + T) be the cost incurred if we apply the optimal control over the interval
[t, t+T] starting at the state x. Then if we apply the receding horizon control strategy,
we know from Lemma 4.3.1 that:
d
-_V(x,t,t + T) = -£(x, fi, t) +
Or(x, to, O)
cgQ to -_ t
t/=t+T
(4.49)
Since assumption 4.1 1 holds we know that aV(x't°'tl) < _ for some _: > 0, so that
" Otf --
equation (4.49) becomes:
d
-_V(x,t,t + T) <_ -£(x, fi, t)+ (4.50)
Integrating both sides of (4.50) gives:
/0 /0dVdr < - £(x,u,r)dr + adrdr (4.51)
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V(x(r/),q,_+ T)-V(x(O),O,T) <_
n T T
._ (e Qye + xT Q_x_ + uTRu)dv
+ _d_- (4.52)
Now by our choice of E we know that V(x, t, t + T) _> 0 Vx, t. Thus:
-V(x(O), O, T) _<
_0 n T T uTRu)dr __=_ (e Q_e + xT Q_x_ +
=_ lim 1 _n r T x- (e Qye + x_ Q_ _ + uTRu)dT __
=v lira neT ye + x r Q_xr + uTRu)dr _
r/--_ (x_ 7]
f n T
-.In (e Q_e + xT Qxxr + oTRu)d_ -
+ ndr (4.5:3)
V(x(0), 0, T) + adv (4.54)
lira (V(x(0), 0, T)
+ - tcdr
q
(4.55)
(4.56)
Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.3.2 provides us with an "integral boundedness" result. We see that "on
T
average" eTQye + x_Q_x, has to be smaller than g. Since ya is assumed to be
bounded, this then implies that x will "on average" have to be bounded.
4.4 Long Term Optimal Control
The receding horizon controllers discussed in the previous section provide continuous
control laws but require much computation: they require that one repeatedly solve
an optimal control problem. We have found that the more traditional long term
optimal controllers, as defined by equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) generally are more
useful. These long term controllers are typically used to transfer a system from some
initial state to a new equilibrium point. Such will be the case if we want a flexible
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robotic manipulator to perform a large scale maneuver such as moving a payload
from one location to another. Note that the long-term optimal controller requires
one to solve an optimal control problem only once for each maneuver. The receding-
horizon control law on the other hand, would in principle require an infinite number
of solutions to the optimal control problem for the single maneuver.
The stability of long-term optimal control laws are guaranteed by the following re-
sult [2],[45] which also shows that the optimal control laws are robust, even for the
case where we are dealing with nonlinear systems.
Theorem 4.4.1 Consider the system:
= f(x) + a(×)u (4.57)
and take as a cost function:
d = (re(x) + urRu)dr (4.58)
0
where it is assumed that R > 0 and re(x) is a radially unbounded globally positive
definite function. Assume that:
• The system (4.57) is completely controllable.
• The functions f(x), G(x), re(x) are sufficiently well behaved such that an optimal
control exists and that the optimal control satisfies the HJB-equation.
• The free system:
= f(x) (4.59)
y = m(x) (4.60)
is completely observable.
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Then if we apply the optimal control input, say fi, the closed loop system will be
globally asymptotically stable. Furthermore if we apply the (incorrect control input:
u= +k(t)u (4.61)
the closed loop system will still be asymptotically stable provided that:
1
(4.62)
4.5 Look-Ahead Control
Form
Using the Quasi-Linear
4.5.1 Introduction
The control methods discussed in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 all require us to solve
optimal control problems for a nonlinear system. In this section we construct (and
use) approximate solutions to the nonlinear optimization problems by exploiting the
quasilinear form for the dynamics. We do this by performing the following steps:
1. Convert our system dynamics to quasilinear form, say:
= f(x) + G(x)u (4.63)
= A(x)x + B(x)u (4.64)
2. Estimate the trajectory that the system will follow, for example x(t) _ 5c(t).
3. Treat the quasilinear system as if it were a linear time varying system along the
estimated trajectory, viz:
:_ = A(x)x + B(x)u (4.65)
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a(,_It)/x + B(S_(t)tu
= A(t)x+ B(ttu
(4.66)
(4.67)
4. Solve the (much easier) optimal control problem for the linear time varying
system.
5. Apply the feedback law found from the linear time varying problem to the
nonlinear system.
Comparison with standard linearization
Note that the approach outlined above is different from the usual method of linearizing
a system along a reference trajectory, and then finding a controller for the linearized
system. To see this recall that the process of linearizing a system around a reference
trajectory involves the following steps:
• Assume that we have a nonlinear system:
= f(x) + G(x)u (4.68)
• Let u_ be a nominal input which causes a nominal trajectory x,_, i.e.:
z_,_ = f(x,_) + G(x.)u,_ (4.69)
• Now consider applying an input u,_ + 5u to (4.68) and write the resulting tra-
jectory as xn + 5x. Equation (4.68) becomes:
x. + 5x = f(x. + 5x) + G(xn + 5x)(u + 5u) (4.70)
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* If _Sx remains small, we can use a Taylor series expansion for the nonlinear
functions. If we retain only first order terms we get:
Of ] 5x
,_ + _x = f(x_) + _ x°
+a(x_)u_ + [°(a(x)u_) 1 ,x + a(Xn),U
Xn
.,x [0Sx x]= + (a(x)u_) _x+a(x_)_u
Xn
(4.71)
(4.72)
• The linear time varying system that we obtain through linearization is given
by:
5x = A(t)Sx + B(t)Su (4.73)
where:
= + a(x)u_ (4.74)
Xn
B(t) a°u a(x_) (4.75)
• We now find a control law for the linearized system, say:
5u = K(t)Sx (4.76)
• To control the full nonlinear system we then add the perturbation control input
5u, to the nominal control, viz:
u = u,_ + K(t)Sx (4.77)
The essential difference between our approach and the standard linearization approach
is that the latter requires u,_ to be known a priori, while the approach based on the
quasilinear form will generate the full u in one step.
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4.5.2 The Look-ahead Issue
As indicated earlier the main difference between the methods of this chapter and the
previous chapter is that we now use knowledge about the future behavior of A(x)
and B(x) in the control laws. To clarify the need for look-ahead let us examine the
linear time varying quadratic regulator problem where the system dynamics are:
= A(0x + B(t)u (4.r8)
and the cost function is:
to 'I
J = x(tf)rHx(tf) + (xrQx + urRu)dr (4.79)
It can be shown [28] that the optimal control input is given by:
u(t) = -R -1B(t) TP(t, tf)x (4.so)
where:
OP(r, t f)
= Q + P(r, tf)A(r) + Ar(r)P(r,t])Or
-P(r,t])B(r)R-'BT(r)P(r,Q) (4.81)
P(t/,ti) = H (4.82)
I.e. to obtain the optimal control input, we have to calculate P(t, tl) by integrating
the differential equation (4.81) backwards in time from the final time t f, to the current
time t. This clearly shows that the control at the current time t depends on the future
behavior of the matrices A(t), B(t). (Note that this dependence of the optimal control
input on the future behavior of the system is also reflected for the more general case
by the fact that the HJB-equation has a boundary condition imposed at the terminal
time, see e.g. Section (3.2.1)).
Having established the need for look-ahead we have to address a further issue:
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The fundamental difference between linear time varying systems:
= A(t)x + U(t)u (4.83)
and quasilinear systems
= A(x)x + B(x)u (4.84)
is that for linear systems the time histories A(t), B(t) are always the same no matter
what initial condition we use. On the other hand for the quasilinear systems the time
histories for A(x(t)), B(x(t)) will generally be different for each initial condition --
we can think of the quasilinear system as an ensemble of linear time varying systems.
It is this "unpredictability" of A(x), B(x) that in general makes it more difficult to
obtain controllers for quasilinear systems. To overcome this problem of not knowing
the future behavior of A(x), B(x)we will:
• Define an optimal control problem which will cause the system state to follow
as closely as possible a specified trajectory, say xd.
• Assume that this desired trajectory is achievable and use it to estimate the
behavior of A(x), B(x),viz:
A(x) A(xd) (4.85)
B(x) B(xd) (4.86)
In essence it is by defining/solving an appropriate optimization problem that we are
able to estimate the future behavior of the system and thus use look-ahead.
4.5.3 Implementing the Look-ahead Controllers
In this section we further detail the method used to implement the look-ahead control
taws. We will focus the method we have found most useful, i.e. to (approximately)
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implement a long term optimal controller (see Section 4.4) which transfers the system
from an initial state to an equilibrium point. A brief discussion on how we can use
a similar approach for the short-term tracker and receding horizon tracker problems
will conclude the section. In order to more easily discuss the methodology we will
again assume (although it is not required in general) that the state vector explicitly
contains the output variables, viz:
[Ylx = (4.st)
Xr
The look-ahead control laws we use, have a similar objective to the controllers dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.3, i.e. we want the plant output variables, say y, to track desired
values, say Ya, and at the same time ensure that the rest of the state variables x,
remain small. With this goal in mind we construct a quadratic optimization problem
similar to that discussed in Section 3.2.3, viz:
Assume that the desired trajectory is generated by an autonomous system (typically
linear time invariant):
xd = Adxd (4.88)
Yd = Cdxa (4.89)
Form the augmented system dynamics:
i = F(z)z + G(z)u (4.90)
whereJ
Z --" [ ][A,.,0x
_¢_ 0 A_ G=[ B(x)o u (4.91)
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Find the control input that minimizes the cost function:
j = zr(tf)Hz(tf) +/tl/((y_ ye)rQy(y_ yd)
fi'ae=f zr(t/)gz(t/) + (zrQz + purRu)dr
+ xyQ_xr + puVRu)dr(4.92)
(4.9:3)
The look-ahead control law is then implemented by finding an approximate solution
to this problem. We first estimate z(t) by say _(t), for the interval [to, t f], and then
integrate the Ricatti ODE
OP(r, tl)
OT
- Q+p(v,t/)F(_(v))+Fr(_.(r))P(r, tf)-l-p(r,t/)G(_(r))R-1GT(_(r))p(r,t/)
P
(4.94)
backwards in time starting from the terminal condition:
P(tf,tf) = H (4.95)
and then apply the (approximately optimal) control input:
u = _i_R_IG r (_)P(t, t f)z (4.96)
P
to the full nonlinear system (4.90).
Remarks:
• By using a cost function of the form (4.93) and letting p --+ 0 the system will
follow the desired trajectory and at the same time keep xr small, if this is at all
possible. Thus when p is small we will generally be able to better predict the
actual trajectory.
• Since Yd in equation (4.89) will be a sum of complex exponentials we can gen-
erate a very wide variety of desired trajectories by appropriately changing the
dynamics in equation (4.88).
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• If our goal is to transfer the system from an initial condition to an equilibrium
state, we have found it expedient to do the following. Use t I ,,_ 5T where iv is the
largest time constant of the trajectory generator (4.88), and use H =/5 where
/5 is the positive semi-definite solution to the steady state Ricatti equation:
0 = Q +/SF(0) + FT(0)/5 - 1/SG(O)R-1Gr(O)/5
P
(4.97)
This can be explained as follows. Transferring the system to a new equilibrium
condition requires that yd _ 0 as t ---, oc. If the controller is capable of
keeping x_ relatively small, we expect that at t _ 5T we will have the full state
z _ 0. Once we are at z _ 0 we can use a stable controller based on the
linear approximation of the plant dynamics. As discussed in Chapter 3, this
approximation near the origin is given by:
= F(0)z + a(0)u (4.98)
By using:
_I_R-,u = G(O)r/sz
P
(4.99)
for all t > 5T we are then simply using the Linear Quadratic Regulator feedback
law based on the linearized dynamics. Note that the choice of H =/5 ensures
that the nonlinear control that was used for t < 5T tends smoothly toward the
linear control law used for t > 5T.
• One method to estimate the behavior of z(t) is to set"
Yd
0
Ya
(4. oo)
since we expect x_ _ 0 and y _ Yd- However we have found that for the long
term optimal controllers the following method provided better results:
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- At the initial condition, sayz0, solvethe steadystate Ricatti equation:
0 = Q + PoF(zo) + F(zo) TPo - 1-PoG(zo)R-1Gr(zo)Po
P
(4.101)
Estimate the future trajectory of z by calculating the response of the linear
time invariant system:
_= (F(zo)-l-G(zo)R-1GT(zo)Po)ip (4.102)
(Note that this method of estimating z is consistent with the theorem by Koko-
tovic et al discussed in Section 3.3.3).
Look-Ahead Controllers for the Short-Term Tracking and Receding Hori-
zon Problems
For both the short-term tracking problem (Section 4.2) and the receding horizon
control laws (Section 4.3) we have to (repeatedly) solve an optimal control problem
subject to a terminal constraint. For these cases we have found a penalty function
approach [15] to be useful. The penalty function method typically uses a cost function
of the form:
tf ftl f
J= #I ¢(x)T¢(x) + £(x,u)dr (4.103)
and ensures that the terminal constraint _b(x) = 0 is (approximately) met by making
/_] large. Given this form of the cost function we can then compute the approximate
optimal control law in the same manner that we used for the long-term look-ahead
controller as discussed above.
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4.6 Simulation Results
In this section we will apply the look-ahead controllers to the one-link arm example
that was discussed in Chapter 3. We see that by, using approximate look-ahead, all
three methods, i.e.:
• short-term optimal control (Section 4.2)
• receding horizon control (Section 4.3)
• and the long-term look-ahead controller (Section 4.4)
result in stable responses for the case where the continuous Ricatti Design was un-
stable.
In the following examples we will use the system dynamics as in Section 3.6, where
we had:
with state vector:
and dynamics matrices:
where:
i = F(z)z +a(z)u (4.104)
z= [0 q 0 0 x z ] (4.105)
[A,x,0 ]0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 -all+a1202 0 0
0 -a21 + c_22_)2 0 0
A(x)
(4.106)
(4.107)
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B(x)
Ad =
0
0
i -31
-- ,3 2
0
2
(4.108)
(4.109)
We used the values of c_0,3i, w,_ and ( which resulted in an unstable continuous
Ricatti design controller, viz:
_u = 20 (4.110)
0/12 : 0.12 (4.111)
o_21 = -26 (4.112)
a22 = 170 (4.113)
,31 = 8 x 10-s (4.114)
/32 -- 1.4 x 10 -3 (4.115)
_,., -- 10 (4.116)
= 1 (4.117)
Example 4.6.1 [Short Term Optimal Tracker]
Figure 4-2 shows the simulation results when we used the look-ahead method to find
an approximately optimal short term tracking control input. We used a similar cost
function to Section 3.6, Case 3, except that now we added a terminal penalty so that
the terminal constraint would (approximately) be met. The cost function for this
example was:
rG+T
J = #i(eTQy.te + zrQ_fz) + [ (eTOue + zTQ_z + p2u2)dr
Jtj
(4.118)
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where:
T = 0.2
/_ = 100
Q,f = diag[1 ×10 r 1 xl0 s ]
Q:] = diag/0 1 x 10 s 0 1 x 103 0
0000]
p = 1 × 10.4
(4.119)
4.120)
4.121)
4.122)
4.1 a)
(4.124)
(4.125)
We see from Figure 4-2 that the system's response reflects the discontinuity in the
short term tracking control law at the boundaries of the time intervals, i.e. t =
0.2s, t = 0.4s, t = 0.6s.
Example 4.6.2 (Receding Horizon Tracker)
Figure 4-3 shows the simulation results when we used the look-ahead method to find
an approximation to the receding horizon control law discussed in Section 4.:3. We
used the same cost function etc. as in the previous example except that the terminal
penalty was changed to:
/, = 100 (4.126)
Q_I = diag[ lxl07 O] (4.127)
Qzf = diag[0 lx 10 s 0 0 0 0J (4.128)
(4.129)
For this example we used a look-ahead interval of T = 0.2s which is two times the
time constant of the desired dynamics. Note that we obtained a smooth closed loop
response from the system. However the computational cost was large. In principle
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the receding horizon method requires us to repeatedly solve the optimal control prob-
lem for each state as we move along the trajectory. In practice we re-compute the
optimal control at short intervals along the trajectory as in this example, where we
re-computed the optimal control each 0.01s.
Example 4.6.3 (Long-Term Look-ahead)
Figure 4-4 shows the results when we used the long-term look-ahead controller dis-
cussed in Section 4.5.:3. We used the same cost function as in Section 3.6, Case 3.
To estimate the trajectory we used the method discussed in Section 4.5.3. i.e. we
solved the steady state Ricatti equation at the initial state, computed the response
for the linear time invariant system of equation 4.102 and used i(t) as our estimate
of the system trajectory. We then integrated the Ricatti differential equation (4.94)
backwards in time. To start the integration process we used P(tf, t f) = /5 where /5
was the solution the steady state Ricatti equation at the terminal state, i.e. z = 0.
4.7 Summary
In this Chapter we examined methods for controlling nonlinear systems that utilized
"knowledge" about the future behavior of the system, viz:
* Short term optimal control.
• Receding horizon control.
• Long-term optimal control.
All three controllers gave stable system responses for a case where the zero look-ahead
control law discussed in the previous Chapter was unstable. Of the three methods
we preferred the long-term optimal control approach, because the short term optimal
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controllers resulted in discontinuous control laws, while the receding horizon control
laws were undesirable because of the amount of computation required.
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Chapter 5
Control of Flexible Manipulators
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we use the methods discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 to develop controllers
for a complex nonlinear dynamical system: a flexible manipulator similar to the space
shuttle Remote Manipulator System[20]. Since flexible manipulators are in general
not feedback linearizable the standard methods for controlling rigid manipulators
cannot be applied (we assume that the system will have more degrees of freedom
than actuators). Several researchers (see e.g. [48], [a],[101,[49]) have investigated the
problem of controlling flexible manipulators but at present no mature methodology
is available that will guarantee global closed loop asymptotic stability. The methods
we use to control the system also do not guarantee global closed loop stability, but
do provide us with a generic approach to deal with the full nonlinear nature of the
system and have resulted in well behaved closed loop systems.
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5.2 System Dynamics
To derive the equations of motion for the flexible manipulator we used the method de-
scribed in Appendix A, i.e. we used Lagrange's equations and modeled the flexibility
using an assumed modes method. We made the following assumptions:
• The manipulator has two flexible links.
• The base of the manipulator is stationary in inertial space.
• The gross motion angles, 01,02 measure the relative angle between the links (i.e.
we use the "relative-co-ordinates" defined in Appendix A). This means that 01
measures the angle of the inboard link relative to an inertial reference frame,
and 02 measures the angle of the outboard link relative to a line tangent to the
tip of the inboard link.
• The structural flexibility is modeled using an assumed modes approach. Each
link has one flex-mode with a sinusoidal mode shape, i.e. the deflection of a
"slice" on a link (see figure 5-1) is given by:
v(¢,q) = (5.1)
A consequence of using these mode shapes is that the gross-motion angles 01,02
represent angles measured relative to imaginary lines joining the root and tip
of each link. Thus by controlling 01 and 02 we will be directly controlling the
tip motion.
• The arm has a payload of 3000/b attached to the tip of the outboard link. The
payload is considered to be a point mass, with no rotational inertia.
• The effects of gravity are not included in the model since it is assumed that the
manipulator will be operating in space.
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• Other physical parametersare [27]:
5 ,_r
Stiffness (EI) = 1.378944 x 1011 • 2.081157 x 10- _--52(5.3)
Density/Unit Length (PA) = 55.16 kg (5.4)
m
Length of Link 1 (Li) = 6.37m (5.5)
Length of Link 2 (L2) = 7.1m (.5.6)
• The control inputs to the system are torque motors located at the root of each
link.
[;sing the assumptions above, the equations of motion for the system were automat-
ically generated using the routines described in Appendix A. The resulting system
dynamics were obtained in quasilinear form, viz:
:k = A(x)x + B(x)u
where the state vector is:
01
ql
02
q2
X _
01
ql
02
q2
gross motion angle - link 1
flex mode deflection - link 1
gross motion angle - link 2
flex mode deflection - link 2
gross motion angular rate - link 1
flex mode deflection rate - link 1
gross motion angular rate - link 2
flex mode deflection rate - link 2
and the system matrices are given by:
A(x) =
0 I
H-'(q)K H-'(q)C(q, it)
B(x) =
0H-'(q)F(q)
(5.7)
(5.s)
(,5.9)
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with:
H(q) = Inertia matrix (5.10)
K = Stiffness matrix (5.11)
C(q, dl) = "Coriolis" Matrix (see Appendix A) (5.12)
and F(q) is determined by examining the generalized forces [17] acting on the system.
For the parameters given above, the linearized system dynamics has four poles at
the origin, and two sets of undamped poles with frequencies _ 8Hz and ,_ 12Hz
respectively.
The equations of motion above appear to be quite simple, but in fact represent com-
plex dynamics as can be seen by examining equations (5.13),and (5.14) which give
the numerator and denominator of the second-row, third column element of the in-
verse of the inertia matrix. It is this complexity that makes the routines described
in Appendix A useful, since they can produce output in symbolic form suitable for
documentation purposes, as well as directly generate "C" or Fortran code that can
be, for example, used in simulation models.
num[g-1123 {lSPATr2 S2q21--(--72 rr3 + 12 rrs) pAL22 2 Jr 36 PA rr°m2" L2} q112
+ {(36rr3 + 12rrs)p_L12 + ((367r5 - 288 rr3) p_L2
+36 PA rrSrn2) L1} q_a - {-144 p2aL_Tr2 sin(02 7r qll
-36 71-4 sin( 2 lr qll
L1
-144 L2 7r4pA m2 sin(
-((
L1
2 rr qll 7r2 2 02 )L1 ) + 288 sin(27r qHL1
27rqii _ 2 2
L, )) PAL22 02) -- 288 _.2 sin(2 02
2rrqll 202)) Li}q21LI
7rqll rr3
L1 ) + 36 cos(02 - --
7r qll); 3
+72 PA m2 r3 COS(--O 2 + L1 J L1
7l" qll )) p_L2
L1
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+{(4s_3cos/2022_qll _L1 )-9 cos(202 2_qliLa
+15_'s-967r 3) 2 3 ( m2-36¢rsm2 L,paL2+ 607r 5 cos( 2_'qu '202)
+288m2 rr3cos( 27r qll 202) -- 144 rr3m2
La
-288 m2 rr3 cos(2 02 2 _rLlqll)) PA L22
(____os(_l _0_+__)_} _, _,:,,
- m27r L1
den[H-1]23
+{(6_ -4- 36_ -2) paAL4 + ((18rr 4- 144_ -2) paAL2 + 18p2rr4m2)La}q_a
- { ( -18_3 sin( 2 rrLlqll 202) + 18 rra sin(2 02 2a'Lxqll )
- 144_- sin(202 2_rqllL_ ) + 144 re sin( 2 _'qllL1 202)) PAL232
--72p2AL27r3m2 sin( 27rqll 202)} aLlq21
L1
+{(4rr4+144-48rr2) p_L 2- (-727r2m2+12rr4m_)p2L2}L 4
+ 48 7r2 + 24 rr2 cos(2 02 2 _r qll
L_ )
27rqu)l/2'_ PAL233
_9 _4 cos_2 02
L1 )
2rr q,,)_ 18 _.4m 2 cos(2 rr ql, 902)
- -144m2 _.2cos(202 La L1 "
+307r4m2-72_r2m2+144m2rr2cos( 2_rqu 202)) PaL_2L1
+(18 24 18 m22rr4 cos(2 rr qll 202))pAL2} L a (5.14)m2_r - L1
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5.3 Simulation Results
To control the flexible manipulator described above, we used the two methods we
found most useful, i.e. the continuous Ricatti design method described in Chapter :3
and the long-term look-ahead controller described in Sections 4.4 and 4.5. In both
cases we included terms to obtain integral control.
Basic Optimization Problem
The basic structure of the controller is derived from the combined tracking and regu-
lator problem discussed in Section 3.2.3. For this example we used the following state
space equations for the augmented system:
i = F(z)z + a(z)u
with state vector:
Z
X
Xd ----
ei
flexible manipulator states, see equation (5.8)
desired dynamics states
fedr = integral error terms
where:
e
The dynamics matrices are:
F(z)
A(x)
0
C
0
Ad
- Ca
0
0
0
C(z) =
B(x)
0
0
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
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whereA(x), B(x) are the same as in equation (5.9), while Ad, the desired dynamics
model, is given by:
Ad =
0 1 0 0
2 -2(_,_ 0 0
--0,,,) n
0 0 0 1
2 -2¢_0 0 -_o,_
(5.19)
with:
E = 1.1 (5.20)
_. = i (5.21)
To compute the control input for both the continuous Ricatti design method, and the
long-term look-ahead controller, we used a cost function of the form:
J
L!= zT(t])Hz(t]) + (eTQtet + eTQee + xTQxx + p2uTu)dr (5.22)
fi'aed zr(tl)Hz(tl) + (zrQz + p2uru)dr (5.23)
(5.24)
In both cases we also used the same parameters QI, Qe, Qx and p. The numerical
values were:
Qe
5000 0
QI = (5.2,5)
0 100
1 x 10 6
0
Q¢ = diag([ 0 100 0 10 ]) (5.27)
p = 1 x 10 .4 (5.28)
0]1 x 105
100 0 10 0
(5.26)
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In order to accentuatethe nonlinearnature of the systemand demonstratethe capa-
bility of the control methodsused,wechosea referencetrajectory which would cause
the systemto perform a maneuverwhich wedo not expect to be executedin reality.
The desiredmaneuver(see figure 5-2) starts with the manipulator at a stationary
position with the arm stretchedout (figure 5-2 A). Then the outboard link rotates
through 360° while the inner link rotates through 90 ° (figure 5-2 B) until we reach a
terminal condition where the manipulator is again fully stretched out but now in a
direction 90 ° relative to its original orientation (figure 5-2 C).
Controller Based on Linearized Dynamics
To demonstrate the nonlinear nature of the problem we first examine the closed
loop response resulting from a linear design. Using the cost function and controller
structure described above we found a feedback law by solving an infinite time (t/---,
ec) linear quadratic regulator problem using a linearized dynamics model for the
system. Figure 5-3 shows the resulting unstable behavior.
Continuous Ricatti Design
Figure 5-4 shows the well behaved responses we get when we use a continuous Ricatti
design method to control the flexible manipulator. The control input was computed
using the system dynamics model and cost function described above. In order to
reduce the amount of computation we used the method discussed in Section 3.5, i.e.
we used the feedback gain:
K(z) = _R-1GT(z)Po_d (5.29)
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where Pol4 was found by re-solving the steady state Ricatti equation whenever the
residual:
A(z) = Q + PoldF(z) + Fr(z)Pol_ - - Pozda(z)R -1ar (z)Pold (5.30)
became large enough that:
tl/X(x)ll 
> 0.01 (5.31)
We see that in this case the continuous Ricatti design controller is able to cope with
the nonlinear nature of the dynamics.
Long-term Look-ahead Control
Finally we applied the long-term look-ahead control method to this example. The
control input was found as described in Section 4.5, i.e.
• The expected trajectory was estimated by computing the response of the linear
time invariant system:
_= (F(zo)--_G(zo)R-1GZ(zo)Po)i (5.32)
where z0 was the initial condition of the system.
• The feedback gain was found by integrating the time-varying Ricatti equation:
OP(r, t f)
OT
Q + P(r, tj)F(i(r)) + Fr(i(v))P(r, tf) (5.33)
1 p(r, tf)G(i(r))R_lGr(i(r))p(r, tf) (5.34)
p2
backwards in time. The terminal condition used as a starting point was:
P(tf, t]) = H = P (5.3,5)
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where/5 was found by solving the steady state Ricatti equation:
0 = Q +/SF(0) + FT(0)/5 -- 17/SG(O)R-'GT(O)/5 (5.36)
[;sing this value for H ensured a smooth transition to a controller appropriate
for t > t f, since
- for t > t I the system will be close to the terminal equilibrium point,
- and the feedback gain:
1 R__GT(O) H (5.37)
will be appropriate for the system dynamics linearized around the equilib-
rium point.
5.4 Summary
In this Chapter we used both the continuous Ricatti design method of Chapter 4,
and the long-term look-ahead control method of Section 3 to obtain controllers for a
complex nonlinear system, i.e. a two-link flexible manipulator.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis we examined methods to synthesize controllers for nonlinear systems.
Our approach was to exploit the fact that nonlinear systems of the form:
= f(x) + G(x)u (6.1)
could be expressed in quasilinear form, viz:
:_ = A(x)x + B(x)u (6.2)
provided that f is continuously differentiable [63]. The control methods we developed
were generic since a wide range of systems could be expressed in the quasilinear form of
equation 6.2. Furthermore the methods allow the designer to conveniently modify the
system's response by adjusting parameters of a cost function. The methods however
do not guarantee global closed loop stability.
We developed two classes of control methods:
• zero-look-ahead control, i.e. control laws that determine the control input based
only on the current values of A(x), B(x).
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• controllers with look-ahead, i.e. control laws that use estimates of the future
behavior of A(x), B(x) to determine the control input.
The first type of control law was found by continuously solving a matrix Ricatti
equation as the system progressed along a state trajectory. We found that by ap-
propriately adjusting the cost function the method yielded useful control laws. Best
results were obtained when we cast the problem into a combined tracking/regulation
problem (see Section 3.2.3) and used very small weights on the control input. With
regard to stability we found that for this method we could guarantee local stability
only, but motivated our expectation that the system would be stable for a larger
range of initial conditions.
The controllers of the second type used the similarity between quasilinear systems
and linear time varying systems to find approximate solutions to optimal control type
problems. Insofar as the control inputs determined in this way were actually optimal,
the closed loop systems would be stable.
Our main conclusion is that the methods we developed provide a useful alternative
which control engineers can use to obtain control laws for systems that exhibit signif-
icant nonlinearity. However, it also became clear to us that trying to develop control
methods that are "generic", while at the same time guaranteeing global stability pro-
vides a significant challenge. A more useful approach might be to study nonlinear
problems on an "individual" basis so as to exploit the "individual physics" of each
problem to develop control laws (see e.g. [56]). For instance, it may be possible to
obtain a controller that performs well for the two-link flexible manipulator example
we considered, by using a feedback law that is "dissipative". This can be done using
control torques that are proportional to the joint angles and angular rates. The effect
would be the equivalent of having a spring and dashpot attached to each joint. Since
the spring and dashpot combination would be dissipating energy while the system is
in motion, and would not be adding energy to the system, we would expect the closed
loop system to be stable and eventually settle.
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6.1 Future Work
A key issue regarding any control system is closed loop stability. Ideally a design
procedure will guarantee (a priori) that the closed loop system will be stable. If this
is not the case, the stability of the closed loop system has to be determined as part of
an iterative design cycle. In this context Zubov's method (see [21] and Section 3.4.2)
provides a powerful method to assess the size of the stability domain for a given
design. The results we had show promise, but further work is required to better
understand the numerical conditioning of Zubov's equation 3.172.
In Section 2.3.1 we noted that the system:
_¢ = A(x)x (6.3)
would be stable provided that the eigenvalues of A(x) were stable, and that the rate
of change of the eigenstructure was small enough. This raises the possibility of finding
stabilizing controllers for systems:
= A(x)x + B(x)u (6.4)
by using an eigenstructure assignment strategy [], which has the aim to keep the eigen-
structure as constant as possible. Note that the eigenstructure assignment strategy
also provides the designer with the capability to adjust system responses, see e.g. [].
Theorem 2.3.1 provides another avenue for obtaining stabilizing controllers for quasi-
linear systems -- the goal would be to obtain a closed loop system matrix with diag-
onal entries that are negative and dominate the off-diagonal elements. For example,
we may assume that the control input is given by a feedback law:
u = -K(x)x (6.5)
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This will result in the closedloop system:
= A l(x)x
= (A(x)-
(6.6)
(6.7}
A design procedure could then be:
• Find K which minimizes ]IE]I, where:
E=A-BK-
dl 0
0 d,_
(6.8)
This optimization process could be done analytically, resulting in expressions
for the optimum values of K(di) and E(di).
• The next step, which could be done numerically, is to minimize E(di) so as
to make the diagonal elements of the closed loop system matrix as negative as
possible. Theorem 2.3.1 gives the precise conditions needed for this procedure
to result in a stable system.
Finally we note that the optimal control approach has desirable features such being
"generic" and providing guaranteed stability and robustness. It also allows the de-
signer to conveniently adjust system responses via a choice of cost function. These
attractive features should encourage further research in this direction. To make this
approach more pratical, it will be necessary to find methods that:
• efficiently solve optimal control problems and provide the answers in terms of a
state feedback law (for example by solving the HJB partial differential equation).
• efficiently store state feedback laws found by numerical means.
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Appendix A
Modeling and Automatic
Generation of Equations of Motion
using Maple
A.1 Overview
This document describes a set of routines useful for deriving equations of motion for
planar flexible manipulators using the symbolic mathematics software package Maple.
The following can be modelled:
• Planar motion of a flexible manipulator (subject to the base being fixed relative
to inertial space.)
• A maximum of 9 links (this restriction can easily be removed)
• Inertial or relative coordinates can be used (see Section A.2.2)
• Each link can be made rigid or flexible, with the following restrictions:
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- A Bernoulli-Euler beam model assumed.
- An assumedmodesmethod is used with usersupplied mode shapefunc-
tions.
• Fore-shortening effects (stiffening) can be included. (See Section A.5)
• With regard to the joints the following can be modelled.
- Joint masses can be specified for each joint.
- The effects of joint inertias are not included.
- Flexibility in a joint is modelled as a simple torsional spring (the joint can
be made rigid).
A.2 Dynamics Model
In this section we describe the derivation of the equations of motion that were imple-
mented in the routines.
Consider a planar manipulator as seen in Figure A-1 with axis systems as described
in Section A.2.2
We can derive the equations of motion using Lagrange's equations, which are:
d OL OL
--_(-_qi ) Oq, - Qi
where:
qi = ith generalised coordinate
Qi = ith generalised force
T = kinetic energy
V = potential energy
L = T-V
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Figure A-l: Coordinate Systems for General Planar Flexible Manipulator
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Note that if we can find an expression for the kinetic and potential energy in tile
form:
where:
T = ctrHit
V = qTKq
qr = [ql q2... q,d is a vector of generalized coordinates
H = a generalised inertia matrix
K = a generalised stiffness matrix
Lagranges equations can be expressed as:
H_ +/2/_ t- VT + Kq = Q
where:
di2i _7 (H(q)) is the time derivative of the generalised inertia matrix
QT = [Q1 Q2... Q,_] is a vector of generalised forces
OT OT
VT = [_, o,_, • ••, _-7_1
In the next few sections we will find expressions for the kinetic and potential energy
of a flexible manipulator.
A.2.1 Notation
In general symbols will have the following meaning:
• A subscript, or superscript, i, will associate a variable with the ith link.
• N denotes the number of links of the manipulator.
• L, denotes the nominal length of link i.
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A.2.2 Axis systems
Depending on whether we use inertial or relative coordinates the following sets of axis
systems will be used (see also Figures A-1 and A-2).
Axis Systems for Relative Coordinates
We have:
• An inertial axis system f%, _ro fixed at the base of the arm.
• A rotor axis system _, , _%, for each link. This axis system is associated with
the rotor of the torque motor at the root of the ith link (see Figures A-1 and
A-2). This axis system is only of importance if we are including flexibility in
the joints (see also section A.2.4 ). The orientation of the rotor axis system can
be specified by an an angle, t_i, relative to the line tangent to the tip of the
previous link.
• A root axis system fci , _'i for each link associated with the root of the link.
In this case the orientation of the axis system is measured relative to the line
tangent to the tip of the previous link. The angle Oi for this case would typically
be the angle measured by a joint angle sensor between the previous link and
the output from a gearbox. The deflection of a link is measured relative to the
root axis system.
Relative coordinates would typically be used when:
• We want state variables which are directly measured (i.e. joint angles).
• A direct drive arm is being modelled.
However relative coordinates usually result in more complex equations.
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Axis Systems for Inertial Coordinates
We have:
• An inertial axis system Xo, Yo fixed at the base of the arm as before.
• A rotor axis system _, , _r_, for each link, similar to the case for relative coordi-
nates. The difference is that now the orientation of the axis system is measured
relative to an inertial reference (see Figure A-I).
• A root axis system xi , ,_i for each link associated with the root of the link. In
this case the angle Oi specifies the orientation of the root axis system relative
to the inertial axis system. The deflection of a link is measured relative to the
root axis system.
Inertial coordinates would typically be used when:
• An indirect drive manipulator is being modelled, i.e. the joints are driven via
some drive mechanism at the base of the manipulator.
• We want simpler equations of motion.
However using inertial coordinates results in equations of motion where the state
variables are not directly measured.
Notes
The deflection of the link is measured relative to the root axis system. By suitable
choice of the mode shape functions, the xi axis could be, e.g.:
• tangent to the root of the link, e.g., by using clamped-free cantilever mode
shapes.
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• such that the extensionof the _i axis joins the root and tip of the link, e.g., by
usingmode shapesof the form:
¢(xi) = sin(rift zi )
Li
n = +1,2,3...
where:
Li = nominal length of the link
xi = distance measured along :_i
Note that when joint fexibility is taken into account the twist angle between the
"input and output of the gearbox" will be given by:
0twis t _ I_i -- 0 i
for both inertial and relative coordinates.
A.2.3 Kinetic energy
Kinetic Energy of the Link (excluding root and tip masses)
Consider an arbitrary link i and an arbitrary "slice" of this link. The "slice'is located
at a distance xi along the xi axis when the link is in the undeflected state. We will
first find an expression for a position vector from the inertial axis system to this
slice and then take time derivatives etc., to find the kinetic energy associated with
the slice. The kinetic energy of each link can then be found by integrating over the
length of the link.
To keep track of the i'erent axis systems we will use the following notation. A
vector,/_, will be written as:
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RELATIVE CO-ORDINATES
Rotor oF motor
Stator oF motor
Link (L)
Link (I-l)
Torsion bar ('Gearbox') output
Torsion bar -
represen,tng gearbox stiffness
Figure A-2: Model of joint at the root of link i
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The superscript (i) denotes that the vector is measured relative to axis system -xi, Yi,
i.e. when we are dealing with a postion vector, the vector is measured from the origin
of the axis system indicated by the superscript. We will also, unless stated otherwise,
assume that the vector is coordinatised in its natural axis system, i.e. if we write the
vector (/_(zi)) (i) as a column of numbers, the numbers will give the components of
(/_(Xi)) (i) in the xi,.Yi frame.
First find the position vector R(xi) (i) from the origin of axis system _i,.Yi to
"slice"xi: When link i deflects, the slice xi moves a distance u(xi, t) parallel to the
:_ axis and a distance v(x_, t) parallel to the ._ axis (directions for positive movement
are shown in Figure A-l) (the variable t indicates time dependence). Hence:
= + + (v(..t))5.,
or in matrix form:
(R(xi))(i) = [ xi+u(xi't)]v(xi, t)
Since we are using an assumed modes method we have:
where:
r_ i
v(xi, t) = y_ ¢ij(x)qij(t)
j=l
¢ij(x) are the assumed mode shapes for link i.
qij are the generalized coordinates for the deflection of link i.
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Foreshorteningeffects can be taken into account as shown in Section A.5. When
foreshorteningeffectsare taken into accountwe have:
1
When we ignore foreshortening we set:
u(z,, t) = 0
dsi
To transform the vector (/_(zi)) (0 to inertial axis systems we will use the so-called
"homogenous rotation matrices" as described in [:3]. To do this we first augment our
position vector to get:
xi + u(x. t)
(X(x,,t))(_) = _(_)
1
(Note that the superscript has a similar meaning as before). The augmented position
vector to "slice'x/measured from the origin of axis system xi-l,.Yi-1 and coordinatised
in axis system xi-l,.Yi-1 is then given by:
X(xi, t) (_-1) = A{-XX(xi, t) (0
where:
and
AI-'= [ 0C_-10 (R(L'-l't))(i-')l
R(Li-1, t) (i-1) --
Li-1 + u(Li-1, t) ]
_(Li__, t)
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and Orel,
c[-' = [ cos(O,o,,)
[ sin(Or¢l,)
is the relative angle between axis systems :_/,.Yi and :_i-1, :Y/-1.
We get the following expressions for Or¢l,:
• For relative coordinates:(see Figure A-l)
Oreli : Oi "Ol-O_i-1
where ai-1 is the slope (in radians) of link i - 1 at its tip (measured relative to
_i-1,9i-1).
• For inertial coordinates:
Orel, : 0 i -- Oi_ 1
Assuming small deflections we have:
Ov(x.t)
c_i- Ozi IL,
We can then transform the augmented vector X(xi, t)(O back to the inertial coordinate
system by repeated application of the relation above. We finally get:
X(xi,t) (°) = A°A_...A{-1X(xi,t) (0
and extract (/_(xi, t)) (°) (position vector from inertial axes to "slice"xi) as the first
two components of (X(xl))(°).
Find an expression for the velocity of the "slice": Small motions of slice xi
are related to small changes in the generalised coordinates via the Jacobian matrix.
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i•e."
where:
dR(zi, t) (°) = [J(zi, t)]dq
rO_(x_, t)(°)]
J(x_,t)= ! aq j
and q is now a vector of generalized coordinates for the manipulator•
general case where joint flexibility is included we have:
In the most
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qll
q12
q13
_2
q= 02
q21
q22
qN1
qN2
Dividing both sides by dt we get an expression for the velocity of slice xi in inertial
coordinates viz:
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R(x,, t) (°) = J(x. t)q
Find the kinetic energy of the ith link: We do this by summing the contribu-
tions of all the slices in the link, i.e., integrating over the length of the link. (It is
best to think of xi as a label for the specific slice on the ith link - thus we integrate
from 0 to Li). The kinetic energy of link i is given by:
where:
l f0L'Ti = -_ pA,ct T JT(x_,t)J(xi,t)itdxi
pAi is the mass per unit length of link i
Li is the length of link i
J(xi, t) is the Jacobian of the position vector/_(xi, t) (°) indicated above.
Kinetic Energy of a Point Mass at the tip and root of a link
Using the same notation as above we see that motion of a point mass at the tip of
link i can be found by setting:
xi = Li
and
pAdxi ----mLi
where rnL, is the point mass at the tip of link i.
So, using the same equations as in the previous section, the expression for the kinetic
energy of a point mass at the tip of link i is:
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Ttip_ = _mL,i:tTjT(L_)J(L_)6t
Similarly, the kinetic energy of a point mass at the root of link i is:
1 m _T?T/r
T_oot,- _ 0,_t o _i_,)J(Li_l)61
Total kinetic energy
Adding the contributions of each link, the total kinetic energy for the system is given
by:
N
T = _(T, + Ttip_+ Troo_)
i=1
We have neglected:
• The effects of rotary inertia of the beam slices
• The effects of rotary inertia at the joints
A.2.4 Potential Energy
Potential Energy Associated with the bending of a link
For a simple Bernoulli-Euler beam model the potential energy associated with the
bending of link i is given by:
i L, (o_v(x.t)) :¼ = -__ EI, \ Oz_ dx,
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where EIi is the bending stiffness of link i.
Again, using the assumed modes approach we get:
Vi = -_ EL O_;(x_)q_j(t) dx,.
which can be rewritten as:
[J0 ]v_=q_r Et_ [_"(_,, t)]_t_ 4,
where:
qiT_ [ l_i Oi qil ... qi,_, ]
[_"(x_,t)] =
_I/ _/; 11 l!il il _il_i2
)" O" x," ,s"i2 il _i2""i2
_ll g[_ll II Itin,'eil d)i_, _i2
. ° °
• ° .
zni
Potential Energy Associated with joint flexibillity
For joint i (joint i appears at the root of link i) we find:
1 k -_V_oi,_,,= _ i(_i - Oi)_
where ki is the jol_: stiffness of the ith joint. Note that this relation holds for both
inertial and relative coordinates.
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Total Potential Energy
The potential energy for link i and joint i using relative coordinates can then be
written in matrix form as:
= qi EiqiVi+Vjoin_ -r .-
where:
Ki =
ki - k, 0 ... 0
-ki ki 0 . • • 0
0 0 fL, Ei_¢,ii¢,idz _ ... foL, Ei, ck,14),:n.dz,
o o foL' EI_',e)_Idz_ foL'EI_l" e_"d_,
Then collect the total Potential energy for the system as:
Notes:
K1 0...0 0...0 ... 0...0
0...0 K2 0...0 ... 0...0
0...0 0...0 0...0 Kr,_
q
• The effects of gravity have been neglected•
• The effects of shear deformation have been neglected.
A.2.5 Equations of Motion
Using the expressions for kinetic and potential energy we find the equations of motion
are as indicated before:
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H(q)O +/2/_t- VT + Kq = q
It is often convenient to collect the second and third terms in the equation above as:
C(q, _1)=//Cl- VT
A.3 Using the Routines
The routines calculate the following terms in Lagrange's equations for a flexible ma-
nipulator:
H(q), //_t, VT, K
as well as:
C(q, _t)
The characteristics of each manipulator, for which we want to get equations of motion,
are specified by filling in the details in a template file such as "template.mpl" (see
Section A.6). Note the following conventions which must be adhered to:
. Upper and lower case is important.
• The names of the generalised coordinates must be specified analogous to those
shown in ' "'template.mpl , i.e.:
- For the rotor angles we must use:
PSI1, PSI2, ....
where the digits specify the link numbers. If joint flexibility is not modelled
the rotor angles can be omitted totally.
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For the angles at the roots of the links we use:
TH1, TH2, ....
For the deflection coordinates we must use:
011, Q12,..., Q21,Q22, . ....
where the first digit in each name specifies the link number, and the second
digit in each deflection coordinate specifies the mode number for the given
link.
• The names of the mode shapes must be of the form:
phil1, phil2, ..... ,phi21, phi22,. ....
where the first digit in each name specifies the link number, and the second
digit in each shape specifies the mode number for the given link.
• The names of the mode shapes must be in lower case as shown.
• Mode shape functions must be specified in Maple operator form, e.g.:
phill:= < sin(Pi*x/Ll) I x > ;
To run the routines one must first start Maple with a "clean slate" (e.g. by quitting
Maple and then starting it again). The user should then specify the file which contains
the specifications of the system for which the the equations of motion are required.
This is done by typing, e.g.:
> modelname:=' 'template.mpl'' ;
(note that the user can create a specification file with an arbitrary name as long as
it contains the relevant data in the same form as shown in "template.mpl").
To run the routines the user then types:
> read 'armmain.mpl' ;
This causes the module armmain.mpl to be executed, which reads the data from
"ternplate.mpl" and does minor error checking. It also defines some variables, i.e.
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iner, stiffand lagran which associates the correct file names with the modules which
calculate the different terms in Lagranges equations. The user can modify arm-
main.mpl to reflect the proper file names for the user's site.
Next the user types:
> read iner;
This module calculates an initial form of the inertia matrix H(q). It generally takes
the longest to execute.
After the iner module has completed the user types:
> read stiff;
This module calculates the stiffness matrix.
Finally the user types:
> read lagara._;
This module calculates the final forms of the terms in Lagrange's equations.
Throughout the session the various modules write messages to the screen, indicating
their progress to the user. Section A.7 gives an annotated version of a session where
the routines were used.
A.4 Description of routines used
The main modules are:
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TEMPLATE.MPL(or equivalent)
armmaln .mpl
iner?, mpl
stiff?.mpl
lagran .mpl
: Input data specifying the manipulator
characteristics. The user has to
supply this.
: The main routine for the package
: Calculates the inertia matrix
: Calculates the stiffness matrix
: Calculates the matrices
/t(q)
VT
in Lagranges equations
Note:
The "?" denotes digits related to version numbers of the routines. These may change
with time.
Subroutine modules are:
armmsub, mpl
inersub?, mp1
st iff sub. mpl
: subroutines used by armmain.mpl
: subroutines used by iner?.mpl
: subroutines used by stiff? .mpl
A.5 Foreshortening
In this section we use a simple geometric argument from [47] to determine the stiff-
ening terms in the equations of motion. Alternative derivations are given in [54].
Assume that the length of each link, measured along the curved path it makes in
space, stays fixed, with value, Li. Thus the projection of the vector from the origin
of the axes _i _i to the tip of link i will, in general not have an xi axis projection of
Li.
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We can find the expression for the motion of the slice labelled xi, in the :_i direction,
by considering an arbitrary element of the link with length As (see figure A-3). For
the moment we will only consider the xi axis motion of the tip of this element, relative
to its own root. The motion of the root of the element, will be accumulated by the
small elements to the "left" of As. We see that the tip of the element moves locally
inwards (due to the local slope), by a distance Aft. Let the projection of the element,
As, on the xi axis be Ax. Then, by Pythagoras' theorem and, using the binomial
expansion for the square root we get:
,.-_8
2 1
= (Ax 2 + Av )_- (A.1)
&._V 2 1
= (1 W (_xx) )_Ax (A.2)
1 av 2 Ax
__ (1 + _(_xx) ) (A.3)
so that:
A5 = As- Ax (A.4)
l(0v-2
= (A.5)
The cumulative effect of such inward motions is found by integration. This results in
the expression:
(1 fo _' Ov(si, t) dsi=
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At/
A.6
Figure A-3: Foreshortening
Example of "template.mpl"
# AUTHOK: J.A.Coetsee
# 12/10/90: Does integrations late as possible
# Maple v4.3.1 (IBM-PC)
#
#
#**********************************************************
# FILL OUT THE FOLLOWING DATA TEMPLATE FOR EACH LINK ,
# I
# !! Use the I PRESCRIBED
# I
# I
I
CAPITAL ] letters for generalised co-ordinates
LOWERCASE I " " mode shapes
I
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##
#
#
Q----_
NOTE:
ASSUMES mode shapes are orthogonal per link
(see procedure "orthorel" in file "linksub?.mpl")
#
# DESCRIPTION:
#
#
#
# DATE:
#
Q----_
2 link flexible arm
Inertial Co-ordinates
Sinusoid mode shapes
11/16/90
C00RDS:= inertial;
# "relative":- link orientation THi
# measured relative to
# tip of previous link
# "inertial":- link orientation THi
# measured relative to
# inertial frame
FORESHORTEN:=no;
#
# Co-ordinate system used:
# foreshortening effect
NL:=2;
#
# Number of links
# Data template for LINK I:
nl:= I;
qstarl :=[THI,QII] ;
LI := L;
m01:= 0;
mLl:= m0;
# Number of modes in the link
# List of generalised co-ords, link 1
# Link length
# Root mass
# Tip mass
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kl:= infinity;
EII:=EI;
rhoAl:= rhoA;
phill:= <-sin(Pi*x/L) l x >;
phil2:= <-sin(2*Pi*x/L) J x >;
# Joint stiffness
# Beam stiffness
# Beam density per unit length
# Mode shape 1
# Mode shape 2
# Data template for LINK 2:
n2: = i;
qstar2:=[TH2,Q21];
L2 := 12;
m02:= O;
mL2:= m;
k2:= infinity;
EI2:= EI;
rhoA2:= rhoA;
phi21:= <-sin(Pi*x/12) J x >;
phi22:= <-sin(2*Pi*x/12) J x >;
# Number of modes in the link
# List of generalised co-ords, link 2
# Link length
# Root mass
# Tip mass
# Joint stiffness
# Beam stiffness
# Beam density per unit length
# Mode shape 1
# Mode shape 2
A.7 Annotated Example of Session
I\^/I
•_I\I I/I_. Copyright (c) 1989 by the University of Waterloo
\ MAPLE / Version 4.3.1VM/80387 - February 1990
<........ > FI-Help F2-Search F3-Quit F4-Shell
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# First give the name of the file specifying the arm for which we want
# equations of motion
>modelname :- 'template. mpl ';
modelname := template.mpl
# Now rzm the maln rou_ine which sets everything up
# (The routines inform the user of their progress )
>read 'armmain.mpl';
Main program - Does initialization
Warning: new definition for trace
printlevel := 1
q:=[]
q := [THI, Qll]
q := [TH1, Qll, TH2, Q21]
\
i := i
q := array(l .. 4,[THI,Q11,TH2,Q21])
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qstarsize := 2
qstarsize := 2
inertia := iner6.mpl
stiffness := stiff.mpl
lagrange := lagran.mpl
# Then run the file which calculates the initial form of the generalised
# inertia matrix
>read inertia;
I Calculating the inertia matrix I
Busy with link , 1
doing v(x)
bytes used=452504, alioc=204800, time=3.430
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doing u(x)
doing A
doing RO
doing Jacobian
doing JJ
doing initial integration of JJ
time for integration of Jacobian is:, .170
busy with Hiroot
time for simplifying Hiroot is, .170
busy with Hitip
adding up the components of the H-matrix
bytes used=854452, alioc=360448, time=6.840
°.°.°,..°°°..o...°°°°....°°..°° .... .° .... ..° .... ,°°. .... °°°
Busy with link , 2
.... .°..........°...°.°° .... . .... .°. .... ,° ...... ° ..........
doing v(x)
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doing u(x)
doing A
doing RO
doing Jacobian
doing JJ
bytes used=f254688, alioc=483328, time=lO.190
doing initial integration of JJ
time for integration of Jacobian is:, .II0
busy with Hiroot
time for simplifying Hiroot is, 0
busy with Hitip
adding up the components of the H-matrix
Starting final simplification of H matrix
- getting constansts outside integral signs
bytes used=f655236, alioc=565248, time=13.650
- applying orthogonality conditions
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- doing final integrations with the actual mode-shapes
bytes used=2058144, alioc=565248, time=f8.760
bytes used=2458276, alioc=565248, time=24.4ZO
bytes used=2858508, alioc=565248, time=S0.180
bytes used=3259148, alioc=565248, time=34.520
bytes used=3659364, alioc=565248, time=38.480
-doing final collection of terms
Time for last few simplifications of H is • 24.280
printlevel := 1
# The first routine has just completed
# At this point the user can examine values etc. e.g.
>HI1, I] ;
2
1/2 rhoA Qll
3 2 2 2
L + 1/3 rhoA L + m0 L + rhoA L 12 + m L
# Now run the file which calculates the stiffness matrix
>read stiffness;
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I Calculating the stiffness matrix i
................ . . . . . . . ....................................
Busy with link , I
.... . . . . . .......... . .................................. . . , . °
bytes used=4059568, alioc--606208, time=41 860
[o o o o]
[ ]
[ 4 ]
[ Pi ]
[ o I/2 --- o o ]
K-matrix , [ 3 ]
[ i ]
[ ]
[o o o o]
[ ]
[0 0 0 O]
Busy with link , 2
.............................. ° ............................
[o o o o ]
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[
[ 4
[ Pi
[ o 112 ---
[ 3
[ L
K-matrix , [
[
[
[
[o o
[
[
]
]
]
o 0 ]
]
]
]
]
4]
Pi ]
o i/2 --- ]
3]
12 ]
printlevel :: 1
# The second routine has just completed
# Then calculate the terms in Lagrange's equations
>read lagrange;
Calculating the terms in LagrangeJs equations
bytes used:4462016, alioc:606208, time:45 760
• ...... °... ..... °....,,.,,...,...,....°,,,..,°,.,. .........
Simplifying the "Coriolis" Terms
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bytes used=4862464, alioc=614400, time=50.370
bytes used=5262596, &iloc=614400, time=54.930
bytes used=5662784, alioc=614400, time=59.760
Collecting terms in a useful order
bytes used=6063704, alioc=638976, time=64.210
Combining terms like: sin(a)*cos(b) + sin(b)*cos(a) ---> sin(a+b)
bytes used=6463844, alioc=679936, time=67.890
printlevel := I
# The terms now show time dependence e.g.
>Coriolis[2];
/ d \2
- I/2 L I.... thl(t) l rhoA qll(t)
\ at /
>HI1, i] ;
2
1/2 rhoA ql1(t)
3 2 2 2
L + I/3 rhoA L + mO L + rhoA L 12 + m L
# The results can be saved to a file if need be e.g.
>save HH, Coriolis, K, modelname, 'results.out';
# To end the session
> quit;
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Appendix B
Quasilinear Equations of motion
for Double Pendulum Example
The equations of motion for the double pendulum of Example 5.5.1 are:
H(q)_l + C(q, Ll)dl + Kq + Gg_v(q)q = 0 (B.1)
where:
H(1, 1)
H(1,2)
H(2,1)
H(2,2)
C(t,1)
C(1,2)
= m,l_ + m21_ + 2m212ll sin(Ox)sin(O_ +02)+m2l_
+2_=_, cos(<)_os(<+<)
= m_t_fl sin(O,)sin(O_+0_)+ m_t_
+_z_z, cos(0,)cos(0_+ 02)
= H(_, 2)
- m2/_
= 2m_121_0"_ sin(0_)cos(0_ +0:)
--277"/21211 02 cos(O,) sin(01 + 02)
- m2121xt_2 sin(0,)cos(Ol +02)
(B.2)
(B.3)
(B.4)
(n.5)
(B.6)
(B.7)
(B.S)
(B.9)
(B.X0)
. ;q_ :97
Pl__ PAG[ B!.A,"IK NOT FI_,-I_'IED
C(2, 1)
c(2,2)
-m21211 02 cos(O,) sin(O, -t- 02)
= -20, rn212/, sin(O1)cos(O, -+-02)
+2e, _l_t, cos(O,)sin(o, + o_)
= -tJl m2 12ll sin(01) cos(01 + 02) +
dl m2[21, cos(Ol) sin(01 Zr- 02
(B.II)
(B.12)
(B.Ia)
B.14)
B.15)
K
K1 00 K2
B.16)
Ggrav
m2g12 sin(01 +82 )
(m,t,+m2tl)g_in(O,) +
01 (01 +02)
m29/2 sin(Ol +0 )
(O_+02)
m2al2 sin(01+02) ]
(o_+o2)
2g12 in(O1 02 )
(e_+e2)
(B.17)
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